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Abstract8

Neurons in the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus receive a substantial9

proportion of modulatory inputs from corticothalamic (CT) feedback and brain stem nuclei.10

Hypothesizing that these modulatory influences might be differentially engaged depending11

on the visual stimulus and behavioral state, we performed in vivo extracellular recordings12

from mouse dLGN while optogenetically suppressing CT feedback and monitoring behavioral13

state by locomotion and pupil dilation. For naturalistic movie clips, we found CT feedback to14

consistently increase dLGN response gain and promote tonic firing. In contrast, for gratings,15

CT feedback effects on firing rates were mixed. For both stimulus types, the neural signatures16

of CT feedback closely resembled those of behavioral state, yet effects of behavioral state on17

responses to movies persisted even when CT feedback was suppressed. We conclude that CT18

feedback modulates visual information on its way to cortex in a stimulus-dependent manner,19

but largely independently of behavioral state.20

Introduction21

Mammalian vision is based on a hierarchy of processing stages that are connected by22

feedforward circuits projecting from lower to higher levels, and by feedback circuits projecting23

from higher to lower levels. Feedforward processing is thought to create feature selectivity [1,24

2] and invariance to low-level stimulus features [2–5], to ultimately enable object recognition25

[6]. Hypotheses about the functional role of feedback circuits include top-down attention,26

working memory, prediction, and awareness [7–12]. Compared to theories of feedforward27
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processing, however, there is little consensus on the specific function of feedback connections28

[13, 14].29

Feedback in the mammalian visual system targets brain areas as early as the dorsolateral30

geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus, where up to 30% of synaptic connections onto31

relay cells are established by corticothalamic (CT) feedback [15]. Direct CT feedback is32

thought to arise from V1 layer 6 (L6) CT pyramidal cells [16, 17], which are known for33

their notoriously low firing rates [18–23], their sharp tuning for orientation [18, 24], and34

their diverse signalling of behavioral state [24, 25]. The action of CT feedback on dLGN35

activity is generally considered modulatory rather than driving [26], as CT feedback inputs36

contact the distal dendrites of relay cells via NMDA glutamate [27] or mGluR1 metabotropic37

receptors [28], implying rather slow and long-lasting effects on dLGN activity. Similar to38

other depolarizing inputs to dLGN, such as neuromodulatory brain stem inputs [29], CT39

feedback has been linked to promoting switching from burst to tonic firing mode, and to40

facilitating transmission of retinal signals [27, 30–32]. However, since L6 CT pyramidal cells41

provide both direct excitation and indirect inhibition of dLGN via the thalamic reticular42

nucleus (TRN) and dLGN inhibitory interneurons [17, 33], the effects of CT feedback are43

expected to be complex and dependent on temporal and spatial aspects of the stimulus44

[34–39].45

Most of the previous in vivo studies have probed the functional role of CT feedback with46

artificial stimuli, and often in anesthetized animals; CT feedback, however, might be most47

relevant for processing of dynamic naturalistic information and during wakefulness. From a48

conceptual perspective, if the role of feedback was to provide context based on an internal49

model built from the statistics of the world [40–43], natural stimuli would be expected to50

best comply with this model, and hence better drive these feedback mechanisms. Indeed,51

it has previously been suggested that CT feedback might be more strongly engaged for52

moving compared to stationary stimuli [17], and for complex dynamic noise textures than53

simple moving bars [44], consistent with a potential role in figure-ground processing [45–54

47]. Furthermore, since the responsiveness of feedback projections [48, 49], including those55

originating from V1 CT neurons [50], seem to be strongly reduced by anesthesia, it is critical56

to examine CT feedback effects in awake animals. Indeed, L6CT neurons have recently been57

found to have diverse response modulations according to pupil-indexed behavioral state [25].58

Here, we recorded spiking activity in dLGN of awake mice and investigated how CT59

feedback affected dLGN responses to naturalistic movie clips. Suppressing CT feedback60

either via photostimulation of V1 parvalbumin-positive (PV+) inhibitory interneurons or61

via direct photosuppression of L6CT neurons, we found that CT feedback had consistent62

modulatory effects on dLGN responses to movie clips, which could largely be captured by63
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an increase in gain. Effects of CT feedback on dLGN responses to grating stimuli were64

more diverse, highlighting the stimulus-dependency of CT feedback effects. Finally, while65

geniculate responses to movies during V1 suppression resembled those during quiescence,66

we found effects of CT feedback and behavioral state to be largely independent. Overall,67

our results demonstrate that neural responses to naturalistic movies en route to cortex can68

be robustly modulated by extra-retinal influences such as cortical feedback and behavioral69

state, which seem to be largely conveyed via different modulatory pathways.70

Results71

CT feedback robustly modulates dLGN responses to naturalistic movie clips72

To investigate the impact of CT feedback on visual processing of naturalistic stimuli, we73

presented to head-fixed mice full-screen movie clips and compared responses of dLGN neurons74

during optogenetic suppression of V1 activity to a control condition with CT feedback left75

intact (Fig. 1, Fig. 1-Supplement 1). The responses of individual dLGN neurons to76

naturalistic movie clips were characterized by distinct response events that were narrow in77

time and reliable across trials (Fig. 1d, top, example neuron). Consistent with the notion78

that CT feedback has a modulatory rather than driving role [51], even during V1 suppression79

this temporal response pattern remained somewhat preserved (Pearson correlation r = 0.54,80

p < 10−6, Fig. 1d,e). Yet, as illustrated in the example neuron, with CT feedback intact,81

firing rates were higher and burst spikes were less frequent (Fig. 1e, left). Accordingly, the82

distributions of instantaneous firing rates in the two conditions were significantly different83

(KS test, p < 10−6), and were more skewed during V1 suppression than with CT feedback84

intact (γ = 2.02 vs. 1.22; Fig. 1e, right).85

We observed similar effects in the recorded population of dLGN neurons, where CT feed-86

back enhanced overall responses and promoted tonic mode firing. Indeed, while mean firing87

rates varied almost 4 orders of magnitude across the population (∼ 0.1–100 spikes/s), they88

were higher with CT feedback intact than with feedback suppressed (13.7 vs. 10.5 spikes/s;89

linear multilevel-model (LMM): F1,63.2 = 17.1, p = 0.0001; Fig. 1f). In addition, CT feed-90

back also influenced more fine-grained properties of geniculate responses. First, with CT91

feedback, the mean proportion of spikes occurring as part of a burst event was about half92

of what we observed during suppression (0.05 vs. 0.09; LMM: F1,64.0 = 17.9, p = 7.5× 10−5;93

Fig. 1g). Second, consistent with the distributions of firing rate for the example neuron94

(Fig. 1e, right), responses to the naturalistic movie clips with CT feedback intact were,95

on average, less sparse (0.35 vs. 0.45; LMM: F1,63.0 = 33.7, p = 2.2 × 10−7; Fig. 1h),96

indicating that neurons fired less selectively across the frames of the movie. Finally, we97

also examined the effect of CT feedback on response reliability. To quantify reliability, we98
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Figure 1 (Previous page) CT feedback modulates dLGN responses to full-screen naturalistic movie clips.
(a) Left : Schematic of experimental setup. Head-fixed mice were placed on a floating Styrofoam ball and
visual stimuli were presented on a screen located ∼ 25 cm away from the animal. Right : ChR2 was con-
ditionally expressed in PV+ inhibitory interneurons (green) in all layers of V1 using a viral approach.
Extracellular silicon electrode recordings were performed in dLGN with and without optogenetic suppres-
sion of V1. (b) Coronal section close to the V1 injection site for an example PV-Cre mouse (blue: DAPI;
green: eYFP; Bregma: −3.4 mm). (c) Coronal section at the dLGN (white outline) recording site, same
animal as in (b). For post-mortem confirmation of the electrode position, the back of the probe was stained
with DiI (magenta) for one of the recording sessions (blue: DAPI; Bregma: −1.82 mm). (d) Raster plots of
an example neuron for 200 presentations of a 5 s naturalistic movie clip, with CT feedback intact (control
condition, top) and during V1 suppression (bottom). Red : burst spikes; black bar : movie clip presentation;
light blue bar : V1 suppression. (e) Left : PSTHs for both the feedback (dark blue) and V1 suppression
(light blue) conditions. Superimposed are PSTHs of burst spikes only, separately for feedback (red) and
suppression (pink) conditions. Right : Corresponding instantaneous firing rate distributions. (f–i) Compari-
son of CT feedback vs. suppression conditions for mean firing rate (f), burst ratio (g), temporal sparseness
(h), and response reliability (i), all calculated for the duration of the movie clip. Sparseness captures the
activity fraction of a neuron, re-scaled between 0 and 1 [52]. Response reliability is defined as the mean
Pearson correlation of all single trial PSTH pairs [53]. For sample sizes, see Table 2. Purple: example
neuron. Black markers in (f,g,i) indicate neurons with individually significant effects (Welch’s t-test). See
also Fig. 1-Supplement 1 to Fig. 1-Supplement 6.

computed the Pearson correlation coefficient of a neuron’s responses between each pair of99

the 200 stimulus repeats per condition, and averaged the correlation coefficients over all100

pair-wise combinations [53]. With CT feedback intact, mean response reliability was lower101

than without feedback (0.15 vs. 0.18; LMM: F1,63.1 = 17.8, p = 8.1 × 10−5; Fig. 1i). Ex-102

cept for the effects on sparseness, the feedback effects on responses to naturalistic movies103

were unrelated to changes in firing rates (Fig. 1-Supplement 2c–g). The increased trial-104

to-trial reliability during V1 suppression could not be explained by higher stability in eye105

positions, because variability in eye position was slightly larger with CT feedback intact vs.106

suppressed (Fig. 1-Supplement 2h), and effects of CT feedback on neural reliability were107

unrelated to changes in variability in eye position (Fig. 1-Supplement 2i). Splitting the108

dLGN population into putative cell types according to several functional characteristics and109

location within dLGN revealed few differences in how global V1 suppression affected firing110

rates and bursting (Fig. 1-Supplement 3). As V1 suppression by PV+ activation is ro-111

bust, yet lacks selectivity [54], we repeated our experiments while directly photo-suppressing112

L6CT neurons. To this end, we expressed the inhibitory opsin stGtACR2 [55] in V1 Ntsr1+113

neurons, which correspond to ≥ 90% to L6 CT neurons [56, 57] (Fig. 1-Supplement 4).114

These experiments with specific suppression of L6 CT neurons during viewing of naturalistic115

movies yielded identical conclusions (Fig. 1-Supplement 4a–h).116

Lastly, we performed two additional controls to rule out that photostimulation per se117

caused our findings. First, we repeated our experiments on an Ntsr1− control mouse, which118

was injected and underwent the same visual and photostimulation protocol. This negative119
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control mouse did not show any effects of photostimulation on dLGN responses (Fig. 1-120

Supplement 5a–d). Second, we identified those experiments (14/31 for PV+ activation,121

0/10 for Ntsr1+ suppression experiments), where photostimulation decreased pupil size, in-122

dicative of light leakage into the retina. Even with these sessions removed, we found that our123

results remained qualitatively unchanged (Fig. 1-Supplement 6a–f). Finally, considering124

again all recordings, the effects of CT feedback on neuronal activity were unrelated to light-125

induced changes in pupil size (Fig. 1-Supplement 6g–j). Together, these results rule out126

that photostimulation per se led to the modulation of dLGN responses during naturalistic127

movie viewing.128

Taken together, our results indicate that CT feedback can robustly modulate responses129

of dLGN neurons to naturalistic movie clips. The modulations are consistent with a net130

depolarizing effect, which supports higher firing rates and more linear, tonic firing mode131

with higher dynamic range, at the expense of sparseness, trial-to-trial reliability, and signal-132

to-noise.133

V1 suppression decreases dLGN responses to naturalistic movies by reducing response gain134

To better understand the effects of V1 suppression on dLGN firing rate, we next asked135

whether the observed reduction in responsiveness could be explained by a divisive and/or136

subtractive change (Fig. 2). Using repeated random subsampling cross-validation, we fit137

a simple threshold linear model (Fig. 2a, inset) to timepoint-by-timepoint responses in138

suppression vs. feedback conditions, and extracted the slope and threshold of the fit for139

each subsample (Fig. 2b,d). In the two example neurons shown in Fig. 2a–d, the fitted140

slope was significantly smaller than 1 (neuron 2: median slope of 0.66, 95% CI: 0.63–0.69,141

Fig. 2b; neuron 1: median slope of 0.37, 95% CI: 0.32–0.41, Fig. 2d), while the threshold142

(x-intercept) was either small or not significantly different from 0 (neuron 2: median of143

1.58, 95% CI: 0.39–2.91; neuron 1: median of −0.14, 95% CI: −1.49–0.89). We obtained144

similar results for the population of recorded neurons, where V1 suppression decreased the145

neurons’ responses to naturalistic movie clips via a substantial change in response gain146

(slope of 0.75± 0.1; LMM) without a significant shift in baseline (threshold of −0.19± 1.15;147

LMM; Fig. 2e). This demonstrates that V1 suppression influences responses in dLGN to148

naturalistic movie clips predominantly via a divisive effect.149

We noticed that the threshold linear model could predict the effects of V1 suppression150

better for some neurons than for others. We therefore explored whether poor fits of the151

model might be related to our finding that V1 suppression can trigger non-linear, burst-mode152

firing. For instance, the threshold-linear model accurately captured the responses of example153

neuron 2 (median R2 = 0.90, cross-validated; Fig. 2a,b), which exhibited little bursting154
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Figure 2 The effect of V1 suppression on dLGN responses to naturalistic movie clips is predominantly
divisive.
(a) PSTHs of an example neuron during CT feedback (dark blue) and V1 suppression (light blue) conditions,
for a random subset of 50% of trials per condition not used for model fitting. Responses during the suppression
condition are approximated by the threshold linear model (dashed light blue) based on responses during the
feedback condition. Pink: PSTH during V1 suppression for burst spikes only. Inset : cartoon of threshold
linear model. (b) Timepoint-by-timepoint comparison of instantaneous firing rates of the PSTHs (derived
from the 50% of trials not used for fitting) during the suppression vs. feedback conditions. PSTH data points
are plotted at 0.01 ms resolution. Dashed light blue line: threshold linear model fit. (c,d) Same as (a,b) for
a second example neuron (same as in Fig. 1d,e). (a,b) and (c,d) each contain data from 1 representative
subsample. (e) Slope and threshold parameters for all neurons. Each point represents the median for each
neuron across 1000 random subsamples of trials. Black points indicate neurons with slopes significantly
different from 1 (95% CI). (f) Cross-validated model prediction quality (median R2) vs. burst ratio during
V1 suppression. Red line: LMM fit. (g) Model prediction quality R2 with and without removal of burst
spikes. (h) Model prediction quality with and without removal of an equivalent number of tonic spikes.
(i) Same as (e) but with burst spikes removed. (e–h) Purple, green: example neurons; red triangle: LMM
estimate of the mean.

during V1 suppression (burst ratio: 0.007). Neuron 1, in contrast, had a higher burst ratio155

during suppression (0.28) and the prediction sometimes overestimated or underestimated156

peaks in the actual response, such that the percentage of explained variability was rather157

low (median R2 = 0.29, cross-validated, Fig. 2c,d).158

Indeed, across the population of recorded neurons, the model goodness of fit (median159
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R2, cross-validated) during V1 suppression was inversely related to the burst ratio (slope160

of −1.29 ± 0.5; LMM; Fig. 2f), consistent with the notion that the highly non-linear, all-161

or-none-like burst mode firing [58] cannot be captured by the threshold-linear model (see162

also [59]). To further investigate the impact of bursting on response transformations by CT163

feedback, we re-computed the PSTHs for each neuron during V1 suppression after removing164

all burst spikes. Removal of burst spikes allowed our model to capture the effects of V1165

suppression even better (all spikes: mean R2 = 0.58; non-burst spikes: mean R2 = 0.61;166

LMM: F1,160.8 = 4.8, p = 0.03; Fig. 2g). Importantly, this increase in model performance167

was not simply a consequence of removing a certain proportion of spikes that originally168

needed to be predicted: discarding an equivalent number of randomly selected tonic spikes169

did not yield improved fit quality (random tonic spikes removed: mean R2 = 0.58; LMM:170

F1,162 = 0.005, p = 0.9; Fig. 2h). While burst spikes cannot be captured by the threshold-171

linear model, removing burst spikes, however, did not change our conclusion that the effect of172

V1 suppression on movie responses was predominantly divisive (slope: 0.74±0.09; threshold:173

0.09±1.3; LMM; Fig. 2i), likely because burst events were much rarer than tonic spikes (see174

also Fig. 1g). Indeed, firing mode (all spikes vs. non-burst spikes) had no effect on either175

slope (LMM: F1,162.7 = 0.6, p = 0.4) or threshold estimates (LMM: F1,157.3 = 0.2, p = 0.7) of176

the simple linear model. Together, these results show that V1 suppression decreases dLGN177

responses to naturalistic movies mostly by reducing response gain.178

CT feedback modulates dLGN responses evoked by drifting gratings179

Previous studies have investigated the effects of CT feedback using artificial stimuli,180

such as gratings and bars [31, 36, 60, 61]. To relate our findings to these studies, and181

to investigate the role of stimulus type, we next examined the effects of V1 suppression182

during the presentation of drifting gratings (Fig. 3). To approximate the visual stimulus183

configuration used for naturalistic movie clips, we presented full-screen gratings drifting184

in one of 12 different orientations, and selected a pseudo-random subset of trials for V1185

suppression. As expected, we found that many single dLGN neurons in the control condition186

with CT feedback responded at the temporal frequency (TF, 4 cyc/s) of the drifting grating187

(Fig. 3a1, b1). Similar to previous studies in mouse dLGN [62–64], we also encountered188

some dLGN neurons with tuning for grating orientation or direction (Fig. 3a2, b2).189

Contrary to the robust effects of CT feedback on movie responses, V1 suppression had190

mixed effects on dLGN responses to drifting gratings. Example neuron 1, for instance, had191

lower firing rates with CT feedback intact, both in the orientation tuning (Fig. 3a2) and192

the cycle-averaged response to the preferred orientation (Fig. 3a3). In addition, in control193

conditions with CT feedback intact, there were markedly fewer burst spikes. In contrast,194
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example neuron 3 responded more strongly with CT feedback intact (Fig. 3b2, b3). Such195

diverse effects of CT feedback, as reported before for anesthetized mice [61], were repre-196

sentative of the recorded population (Fig. 3c): V1 suppression during grating presentation197

significantly reduced responses for some neurons, but significantly increased responses for198

others, such that the average firing rates in the two conditions were almost identical (feed-199

back: 14.5 spikes/s, suppression: 15.0 spikes/s) and statistically indistinguishable (LMM:200

F1,43.0 = 0.15, p = 0.70). In contrast to these diverse effects on firing rate, but similar to our201

findings for naturalistic movie clips, intact CT feedback was consistently associated with less202

bursting (burst ratios of 0.043 vs. 0.15; LMM: F1,43.0 = 25.3, p = 9.2× 10−6; Fig. 3d). Also203

similar to our findings for movies, there was no relationship between the strength of feedback204

effects on firing rate and on bursting (LMM: slope 0.029± 0.41, Fig. 4-Supplement 1a).205

Beyond studying overall changes in responsiveness and firing mode, we next asked how206

CT feedback affected the tuning for grating orientation of dLGN neurons. It is known from207

previous studies [62, 64–67] that mouse dLGN neurons show various degrees of orientation208

tuning, ranging from few strongly tuned neurons, potentially relaying tuned input from the209

retina [65], to a larger group with orientation bias [62, 67]. We computed orientation tuning210

curves separately for control conditions with CT feedback and V1 suppression conditions.211

For neuron 1, intact CT feedback was associated not only with lower average firing rates,212

but also poorer selectivity (OSIs of 0.14 vs. 0.25; Fig. 3a2). In contrast, for neuron 3,213

orientation selectivity was similar during feedback and suppression conditions (OSIs of 0.1214

vs. 0.09; Fig. 3b2). These results were representative of the population, where CT feedback215

affected orientation selectivity in diverse ways, with virtually no difference in population216

means (feedback OSI: 0.13; suppression: 0.12; LMM: F1,88.7 = 0.31, p = 0.58; Fig. 3e; see217

also [61, 67–69]). For neurons with OSI > 0.02 and well-fit orientation tuning curves (R2 >218

0.5), preferred orientation during feedback and suppression conditions was largely similar,219

except for some cases where it shifted (Fig. 3f). As was the case for movies, splitting the220

dLGN population into putative cell types according to several functional characteristics and221

their location within dLGN revealed few consistent differences in how global V1 suppression222

during gratings affected firing rates and bursting (Fig. 3-Supplement 1). Taken together,223

although effects of V1 suppression on firing rate were more diverse in magnitude and sign224

for grating stimuli, the similarity of orientation selectivity between CT feedback conditions225

suggests underlying changes in gain, in accordance with what we observed for naturalistic226

movies.227

Inspecting the spike rasters at different orientations, we realized that dLGN neurons ap-228

peared to have a stronger response component at the grating’s temporal frequency during229

V1 suppression than when feedback was intact (Fig. 3a1). To test whether V1 suppression230
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Figure 3 CT feedback modulates dLGN responses to drifting gratings.
(a) Responses of example neuron 1 (same as in Fig. 1d,e and Fig. 2c,d) to full-screen, drifting gratings.
(a1) Raster plot in response to drifting gratings, with trials sorted by grating orientation (10 trials per
orientation, 30◦ steps). Red : burst spikes; black bar : grating stimulation; light blue bar : V1 suppression.
(a2) Corresponding orientation tuning curve. Dashed lines represent spontaneous firing rates in response
to medium gray screen. Error bars: standard error of the mean. (a3) Cycle average response to preferred
orientation. Dark blue, light blue: cycle average constructed from all spikes. Red, pink : cycle average
constructed from burst spikes only. Dark blue, red : CT feedback intact; light blue, pink : V1 suppression.
(b) Same as (a), for another example neuron (example neuron 3). (c–h) Comparison of conditions with CT
feedback intact vs. V1 suppression, for mean firing rate (c), burst ratio (d), orientation selectivity index (OSI)
(e), preferred orientation θ (f), F1/F0 (g), and cycle average phase φ (h). Purple, blue: example neurons.
Black markers in (c,d) indicate neurons with individually significant effects (Welch’s t-test). (i) Cumulative
distribution of cycle average phase differences between feedback and suppression conditions. Dark blue:
neurons with little burst spiking (ratio of cycle average peak for burst spikes to cycle average peak for all
spikes < 0.1); red : neurons with substantial burst spiking (ratio of cycle average peak for burst spikes to
cycle average peak for all spikes ≥ 0.1).
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affected the ability of dLGN to respond at the gratings’ temporal frequency, for each neuron231

we computed the amplitude of the response at the stimulus frequency (F1 component) rela-232

tive to the mean response (F0 component) [70, 71] and found that F1/F0 ratios were indeed233

lower when feedback was intact (1.08 vs. 1.22; LMM: F1,43.5 = 15.6, p = 0.00028; Fig. 3g).234

To explore the impact of CT feedback on the F1 response component in more detail, we ex-235

amined the cycle average responses to the preferred orientation, and asked how CT feedback236

affected response phase. Similar to the results obtained for the example neurons (Fig. 3a3,237

Fig. 3b3), we found that V1 suppression could advance response phase (Fig. 3h). This238

phase advance occurred more often for neurons whose responses during V1 suppression in-239

cluded a substantial proportion of burst spikes (Fig. 3i, red ; 25 of 29 neurons showed phase240

advance, p = 0.0001, binomial test) than for neurons which during V1 suppression burst241

little or not all (Fig. 3i, dark blue; 11 of 21 neurons advanced, p = 1, binomial test). In242

agreement with earlier findings from intracellular recordings in anesthetized cats [72], these243

analyses demonstrate that the phase advance is driven by the dynamics of burst spiking.244

Finally, as for our re-assessment of CT feedback effect on responses to naturalistic movies,245

our conclusions regarding the effects of CT feedback on grating responses did not change246

when we repeated our experiments using a selective suppression of Ntsr1+ neurons with247

stGtACR2 [55] (Fig. 1-Supplement 4i–o). Also, during grating experiments, the Ntsr1−248

mouse controlling for effects of photostimulation per se showed no effects on neural responses249

to gratings (Fig. 1-Supplement 5e–i).250

Effects of CT feedback on dLGN firing rates are more consistent and stronger overall for251

full-screen movies than full-screen gratings252

Our analyses suggest that the impact of CT feedback on firing rates might be stronger253

overall for naturalistic movie stimuli than for gratings. To test this hypothesis, we focused254

on the subset of neurons recorded with both types of stimuli. Indeed, when we compared255

feedback modulation indices (FMIs, i.e. the difference between feedback conditions over256

their sum of firing rates), we found that FMI was on average more positive for movies257

than for gratings (0.15 vs. 0.053; LMM: F1,38 = 5.21, p = 0.028; Fig. 4a). Remarkably,258

in 10/39 neurons (Fig. 4a, dark lines) V1 suppression decreased firing rates for movies259

(positive movie FMI), but increased firing rates for gratings (negative grating FMI). The260

opposite effect only occurred in 3/39 neurons (dark dashed lines). These findings were not a261

consequence of differences in firing rates that might have already been present in conditions262

with CT feedback intact (Fig. 4-Supplement 1b), and were also not a consequence of the263

longer duration of V1 suppression during movie clips (Fig. 4-Supplement 1c,d).264

The differences in the effects of CT feedback on firing rates during full-screen gratings vs.265
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Figure 4 Effects of CT feedback on dLGN firing rate depend on stimulus type.
(a) Comparison of the strength of CT feedback effects on firing rate (feedback modulation index, FMI)
during presentation of full-screen movie clips and gratings. (b) Comparison of the strength of CT feedback
effect on firing rate for blank stimuli interleaved with movies or gratings. Red : mean (LMM), dark lines:
changes in sign of feedback modulation effect with stimulus type from positive for movies to negative for
gratings (solid) and vice versa (dashed). For (a) and (b), we randomly jittered the horizontal position of
the points to avoid overlap; lines connecting the paired samples still end at the central position to represent
change. See also Fig. 4-Supplement 1.

movies might be related to feedback-induced changes in bursting, which might be stimulus-266

dependent [72, 73] and can drive high frequency firing. To test this hypothesis, we compared267

CT feedback modulation of burst ratio for gratings vs. movie clips, and found that V1 sup-268

pression indeed induced stronger bursting for gratings than for movies (Fig. 4-Supplement269

1e). However, for both movies (Fig. 1-Supplement 2c) and gratings (Fig. 4-Supplement270

1a), CT feedback effects on firing rates were unrelated to those on bursting. Thus, while271

suppression of CT feedback engages bursting overall more strongly for gratings than movies,272

this differential recruitment does not seem to account for differences in CT feedback-related273

modulations of firing rates for movies vs. grating stimuli.274

Differences in CT feedback effects between firing rates to full-screen gratings and movies275

might instead be related to differences in longer-lasting, systematic changes in neural activity,276

which might occur due to differential adaptation or differences in behavioral state induced277

by the two stimulus types. To address this possibility, we focused on periods of blank278

screen, which were contained in both stimulus types. These were short (∼0.3 s) periods279

directly preceding each full-screen movie and grating trial (see e.g., Fig. 1d and Fig. 3a1),280

as well as blank trials interleaved as one condition in the grating experiments. Applying our281

analyses to these various blank stimuli (Fig. 4b, Fig. 4-Supplement 1g–i), we found that282

CT feedback enhanced mean firing rates regardless of blank type or blank period duration283

(positive firing rate FMIs, mean FMIs: 0.27 vs. 0.30 vs. 0.36; LMM: F2,76 = 1.69, p = 0.19;284

Fig. 4b). This CT feedback-related average enhancement for blank stimuli was even stronger285
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than the enhancement observed during movie presentation (LMM: F1,116 = 15.1, p = 0.0002),286

and stronger than the mixed effects during grating presentation (LMM: F1,116 = 34.9, p =287

3.6× 10−8). Since the CT feedback effects on these various blank stimuli did not depend on288

blank period duration or whether blanks were embedded in grating or movie experiments289

(see also Fig. 4-Supplement 1f–l), we conclude that differences in longer-lasting changes290

in neural activity or behavioral state did not underlie the differential effect of CT feedback291

for full screen movies vs. gratings. Instead, we interpret these findings to highlight that CT292

feedback modulates dLGN responses in a stimulus-dependent way. In particular, the strength293

and sign of CT feedback gain might be sensitive to features of the visual stimulus, such as294

the contrast, the dynamics, or the statistics of the center and the surround stimulation.295

Effects of behavioral state on dLGN responses resemble effects of CT feedback, but are largely296

independent297

Previous studies have reported that responses of mouse dLGN neurons to grating stimuli298

are modulated by behavioral state as inferred by locomotion [74–76]. To assess how these299

findings extend to more complex stimuli, we separated the trials with CT feedback intact300

according to the animals’ locomotion behavior. We considered trials as “run trials” if the301

animal’s speed exceeded 1 cm/s for at least 50% of the stimulus presentation and as “sit302

trials” if the animal’s speed fell below 0.25 cm/s for at least 50% of the stimulus presentation.303

When we examined the spike rasters and PSTHs of example neuron 1 in control conditions304

with CT feedback intact (Fig. 5a,b), we found that, despite preserved temporal features305

of the responses (Pearson correlation r = 0.72 between run and sit PSTHs, p < 10−6),306

firing rates were higher overall during locomotion than stationary periods. Additionally,307

during locomotion, the distribution of firing rates was less skewed (γ = 1.15 vs. 1.45 during308

stationary trials), with a decrease of low and an increase of medium firing rates (KS test,309

p < 10−6). This pattern was also observed in the population of dLGN neurons, where310

firing rates were consistently higher for trials with locomotion compared to trials when the311

animal was stationary (11.9 vs. 8.9 spikes/s; LMM: F1,63.9 = 94.1, p = 3.5× 10−14; Fig. 5c).312

Similar to previous reports using gratings [74, 77], we found that bursting was lower during313

locomotion than stationary periods (0.035 vs. 0.063; LMM: F1,66.7 = 20.2, p = 2.9 × 10−5;314

Fig. 5d). Beyond these established measures, using movie clips allowed us to test the effects315

of locomotion on additional response properties: trials with locomotion were associated with316

lower sparseness (0.40 vs. 0.47; LMM: F1,181.9 = 22.8, p = 3.8 × 10−6; Fig. 5e) and lower317

trial-to-trial reliability (0.13 vs. 0.16; LMM: F1,176.1 = 11.8; p = 0.00073; Fig. 5f). This318

locomotion-related decrease of reliability could be related to, but is likely not fully explained319

by, the increase in eye movements typically associated with running (Fig. 5-Supplement320
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1h,i) [74, 78]. These analyses demonstrate that in dLGN, processing of naturalistic movie321

clips is robustly modulated by locomotion. Curiously, in all aspects tested, these modulations322

by locomotion had the same signatures as those of CT feedback: increased firing rates,323

reduced bursting, and decreased sparseness and trial-to-trial reliability.324

Since the effects of CT feedback and locomotion closely resembled each other, and since325

L6CT neurons themselves are modulated by locomotion [25], are the effects of locomotion326

on dLGN responses inherited via feedback from cortex? To test this hypothesis, we next327

focused on only those movie trials in which feedback was suppressed by V1 photostimulation328

and repeated the separation according to locomotion (Fig. 5g–h). These analyses revealed329

that effects of locomotion on the responses to our movies persisted, even if CT feedback was330

suppressed (Fig. 5i–l; firing rate: 9.7 vs. 7.6 spikes/s; LMM: F1,64.8 = 71.1, p = 5.2× 10−12;331

burst ratio: 0.081 vs. 0.11 spikes/s; LMM: F1,68.1 = 19.5, p = 3.7×10−5; sparseness: 0.47 vs.332

0.56; LMM: F1,179.5 = 54.7, p = 5.1× 10−12; reliability: 0.14 vs. 0.18; LMM: F1,175.7 = 24.9,333

p = 1.5× 10−6).334

Besides running, another often-used indicator for behavioral state is pupil size [74, 79, 80].335

Indexing arousal via pupil size, however, is challenging for movie stimuli, whose fluctuations336

in luminance will themselves drive changes in pupil size (Fig. 5-Supplement 2a). To test337

whether locomotion-independent, pupil-indexed arousal also modulates dLGN responses and338

whether this modulation depends on CT feedback, we exploited methods initially proposed339

by [79], focusing on periods within the movie when the animal was sitting and assuming that340

the average change in pupil size over multiple movie repetitions was due to luminance changes341

in the movie, while the variability around this average reflected trial-by-trial differences in342

behavioral state (Fig. 5-Supplement 2b–g). Recapitulating our running-related results,343

we found that both with CT feedback intact and during V1 suppression, response periods344

with faster than average pupil dilation (or slower than usual constriction; top quartile pupil345

change) were associated with higher firing rates, while periods with faster than usual pupil346

constriction (or slower than usual dilation; bottom quartile pupil change) were associated347

with lower firing rates (Fig. 5-Supplement 2b–c). In contrast, response reliability and348

SNR were not significantly different during periods of rapid dilation vs. rapid constriction,349

regardless of photostimulation condition (Fig. 5-Supplement 2d–g).350

Finally, to further test the relationship between effects of behavioral state and CT feed-351

back, we directly compared CT feedback and running-related modulations on a neuron-by-352

neuron basis. We focused on experiments with naturalistic movies, because this was the353

condition in which we observed robust effects of both CT feedback and behavioral state (for354

a related analysis with gratings and qualitatively similar results, see Fig. 6-Supplement355

1a). First, we hypothesized that if effects of locomotion on dLGN responses were inherited356
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Figure 5 Effects of locomotion on dLGN responses resemble those of CT feedback, but persist even during
V1 suppression.
(a) Spike raster of example neuron 1 (same as Fig. 1d) in response to a naturalistic movie clip during
locomotion and stationary trials with CT feedback intact. Top: trials with run speed > 1 cm/s; bottom:
trials with run speed < 0.25 cm/s, both for at least > 50% of each trial. Red : burst spikes. (b) Corresponding
PSTHs. Green: locomotion, orange: stationary; black bar : duration of movie clip. (c–f) Comparison of firing
rates (c), burst ratio (d), sparseness (e), and trial-to-trial reliability (f) during locomotion and stationary
trials. Black markers in (c,d,f) correspond to individually significant observations (Welch’s t-test). (g–l)
Same as (a–f), for locomotion and stationary trials during V1 suppression. Light blue bar : V1 suppression.
See also Fig. 5-Supplement 1.

from primary visual cortex, such effects should vanish during V1 suppression (Fig. 6a0).357

However, consistent with the observations shown in Fig. 5i–l, even during V1 suppression,358

running-related modulations were significantly different from 0 (firing rate run modulation359
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index (RMI): 0.18 ± 0.06; burst ratio: −0.17 ± 0.1; sparseness: −0.12 ± 0.04; reliability:360

−0.11±0.09; Fig. 6a1−4). In fact, the degree of running modulation was correlated between361

control conditions with feedback intact and V1 suppressed (firing rate: slope of 0.51± 0.12;362

burst ratio: slope of 0.38±0.2; sparseness: slope of 0.44±0.14; reliability: slope of 0.50±0.15;363

Fig. 6a1−4). Interestingly, for firing rates and burst ratios, locomotion effects were slightly364

stronger, on average, with CT feedback intact compared to V1 suppression (firing rate RMI:365

0.23 vs. 0.20; LMM: F1,168.3 = 4.3, p = 0.04, Fig. 6a1; burst ratio RMI: −0.25 vs. −0.17;366

LMM: F1,154.7 = 6.3, p = 0.013, Fig. 6a2), indicating that these two modulatory influences367

likely interact.368

We next tested the hypothesis that CT feedback might have a stronger impact during369

active behavioral states than during quiescence. Indeed, it has previously been shown that370

during brain states associated with anesthesia, the responsiveness of feedback circuits is371

particularly reduced [48–50]. One might therefore predict that during quiescence, if feedback372

circuits were already completely disengaged, we should not be able to observe further effects373

of V1 suppression (Fig. 6b0). This was clearly not the case, because CT feedback effects374

were correlated across behavioral states (firing rate: slope of 0.72± 0.10; burst ratio: slope375

of 0.34± 0.15; sparseness: slope of 0.85± 0.12; reliability: slope of 0.43± 0.14; Fig. 6b1−4).376

In addition, and similar to the slightly stronger run modulation with feedback left intact, we377

discovered a locomotion-dependent CT feedback effect for firing rates and burst ratios: CT378

feedback effects were slightly stronger, on average, during locomotion than during quiescence379

(firing rate FMI: 0.18 vs. 0.15; LMM: F1,172.8 = 3.5, p = 0.065; Fig. 6b1; burst ratio FMI:380

−0.27 vs. −0.19; LMM: F1,166.9 = 6.8, p = 0.0097; Fig. 6b2). This subtle interaction381

between behavioral state and CT feedback effects might relate to a previous finding, where382

careful dissection of brain states by depth of anesthesia had already suggested that the383

effects of transient cortical inactivation on dLGN responses were more evident during lighter384

anesthesia, i.e., during desynchronized cortical activity [81]. However, our ability to observe385

effects of V1 suppression in dLGN while the animal was stationary suggests that CT feedback386

circuits are engaged even under conditions of behavioral quiescence.387

Finally, if modulations by CT feedback and behavioral state exploited the same circuitry,388

neurons experiencing strong modulation by V1 suppression should also be strongly affected389

by locomotion (Fig. 6c0). Contrary to this prediction, we found that effects of CT feedback390

(FMI) and behavioral state (RMI) were uncorrelated (firing rate: slope of 0.054±0.13; burst391

ratio: slope of −0.1 ± 0.13; sparseness: slope of 0.005 ± 0.23; reliability: slope of −0.095 ±392

0.12; Fig. 6c1−4). Together, these comparisons demonstrate that effects of behavioral state393

associated with locomotion and effects of CT feedback are largely independent.394
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Figure 6 The effects of CT feedback and locomotion on movie responses are largely independent.
(a0–c0) Predicted relationships between modulation indices and response measures in different conditions,
assuming dependence in the effects of CT feedback and locomotion. (a) Comparison of modulation by
running (RMI) during CT feedback intact and V1 suppression for firing rates (a1), burst ratio (a2), sparse-
ness (a3), and reliability (a4). Running effects were quantified with a run modulation index (RMI), where
RMI = (running− sitting)/(running+sitting). (b) Comparison of modulation by CT feedback (FMI) during
locomotion and stationary periods for firing rates (b1), burst ratio (b2), sparseness (b3), and reliability (b4).
(c) Comparison of modulation by feedback (FMI) and modulation by running (RMI) for firing rates (c1),
burst ratio (c2), sparseness (c3), and reliability (c4). Red : LMM fit. Green, purple: example neurons from
Fig. 2a,b.

Discussion395

In this study, we used naturalistic movies to reveal that corticothalamic feedback and396

behavioral state can have robust effects on dLGN responses. We found that V1 suppression397

during movie presentation reduces the gain of time-varying dLGN firing rates, and leads398

to increases in bursting, sparseness and trial-to-trial reliability. The effects of CT feedback399

seem to be stimulus-specific, as V1 suppression led to more consistent and therefore stronger400

overall effects on firing rates for naturalistic movies than for gratings. Interestingly, the401

signatures of CT feedback closely resembled those of behavioral state. However, we found402

their effects during movie viewing to be largely independent, demonstrating that behavioral403
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modulations of dLGN activity are not simply inherited from cortex. Overall, our findings404

highlight that dLGN responses to naturalistic movies can be reliably modulated by two extra-405

retinal sources – cortical feedback and behavioral state – which likely exert their influences406

via largely separate neural circuits.407

Manipulation of CT feedback408

To manipulate CT feedback, we chose a potent, yet global, V1 suppression approach409

based on optogenetic activation of ChR2 expressed in local PV+ inhibitory interneurons410

[54, 60, 68, 69, 82]. While silencing by excitation of inhibitory interneurons can exploit the411

robust effects of GABA-mediated inhibition in cortical circuits, it comes with a limitation412

in specificity. Hence, in addition to the direct L6 → thalamus circuit, indirect polysynaptic413

effects might be exerted via alternative routes. One example is L5 corticofugal pyramidal cells414

projecting to the superior colliculus (SC), where tectogeniculate neurons in the superficial415

layers provide retinotopically organized, driving inputs to the dorsolateral shell region of416

the dLGN [83]. To address this lack of specificity, in control experiments, we replaced417

photoactivation of PV+ neurons with direct, selective suppression of V1 Ntsr1+ neurons,418

encompassing the population of L6 CT pyramidal cells [56, 57]. Since photosuppression via419

the light-gated chloride channel stGtACR2 [55] did not alter any of our conclusions regarding420

the effects of CT feedback on dLGN responses, we assume that the effects of V1 suppression421

to a large degree reflect the specific impact of the L6 CT circuit. L6 CT neurons, however,422

have an intracortical axon collateral making privileged connections with a translaminar PV+423

interneuron subtype in L6 [56, 84], which in turn strongly regulates the gain of the entire V1424

column [56, 60, 84], so that even with such specific suppression, polysynaptic effects cannot425

be excluded. However, since suppression of L6 CT neurons increases the gain in V1 [60], and426

since this is the opposite of the global effects of V1 suppression via PV+ activation, L6 CT427

gain modulation of V1 seems unlikely to drive our effects. Nevertheless, decisively ruling out428

alternative circuits would require the selective suppression of L6 CT axon terminals at the429

thalamic target.430

Cortical layer 6 is well known for its particularly high diversity of neuronal cell types431

[16]. Even within the population of L6 CT pyramidal cells there is heterogeneity, with at432

least 2 subtypes defined by morphology [25, 84–86], 3 subtypes defined by electrophysiology433

and morphology [86], and 4 major subtypes defined by transcriptomics [85, 86]. Whether434

these subtypes mediate different aspects of feedback modulations is currently unknown. In435

the visual system of primates and carnivores, CT feedback circuits seem to be organized436

into distinct streams [87–89] whose functional organization mimics that of the feedforward437

streams. Whether the known subtypes in mice can convey independent, stream-specific438
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information is currently unknown, partly because already at the level of feedforward pro-439

cessing, the notion of streams in mouse dLGN is a matter of ongoing debate [90, 90–93],440

and dLGN response properties are diverse [62, 63, 94]. Our own assessment of CT feedback441

effects revealed few systematic differences for various dLGN cell-type classifications. Such442

an absence of differences, however, is not surprising, because our optogenetic circuit manip-443

ulations non-specifically suppressed all L6 CT neuron subtypes. Once genetic targeting of444

L6 CT subtypes will become possible, it will be important to test the stream-specificity of445

CT feedback in the mouse.446

CT feedback effects on gain, reliability, and bursting447

Our analyses of the time-varying firing rates in response to naturalistic movies revealed448

that V1 suppression results in a robust decrease of geniculate response gain. Divisive effects449

of CT feedback suppression have also been previously reported for contrast response func-450

tions of parvocellular dLGN neurons in anesthetized macaques [95]. A crucial element to451

produce gain modulations seems to be changes in the level of synaptically driven Vm fluc-452

tuations, often called “synaptic noise” [96–98]. Indeed, in vivo V1 recordings suggest that453

the combined impact of changes in Vm fluctuations, input resistance, and depolarization is454

needed to produce gain changes [99]. These cellular properties are altered by both feedback455

[98] and neuromodulation [100], not only in cortex [101] but also in the corticothalamic456

system [27, 102]. Here, “synaptic noise” together with varying degrees of T-type channel457

recruitment has been shown to change the slope of the input-output function and alter the458

temporal filtering characteristics of thalamic relay cells [102, 103]. Thus, by providing vari-459

able synaptic input and affecting membrane depolarization, e.g., through NMDA plateau460

potentials [27], CT feedback might be in a prime position to dynamically tune the gain of461

the thalamic relay.462

In addition to potentially contributing to the observed gain modulations, “synaptic noise”463

from CT feedback may also help explain the less precise and less reliable dLGN responses464

we observed when feedback was left intact. Specifically, V1 neurons are known to exhibit465

about double the trial-to-trial variability of simultaneously recorded dLGN neurons [104],466

and eliminating variable cortical input might unmask the even greater reliability of feed-467

forward retinal inputs [104].468

Our analyses of movie and grating response characteristics showed that V1 suppres-469

sion robustly and consistently biased geniculate activity towards burst firing mode. Burst470

firing mode occurs when dLGN neurons undergo sustained (≥ 100 ms) hyperpolarization471

[58], which allows for the de-inactivation of low-threshold T-type calcium channels abun-472

dant in thalamus [105]. Such “calcium bursts” can only be unequivocally separated from473
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high-frequency firing in intracellular recordings or calcium imaging, but can be inferred in474

extracellular recordings, such as ours, by imposing a minimum duration of 100 ms of silence475

preceding a high frequency (< 4 ms ISI) firing event [72]. Previous in vivo intracellular476

recordings in cat dLGN have revealed that cortical ablation can hyperpolarize the resting477

membrane potential of dLGN relay cells by ∼ 9 mV, enough to push them into burst-478

firing mode [32]. Conversely, direct optogenetic activation of L6 CT neurons in primary479

somatosensory cortex has been shown to decrease burst mode firing [106], potentially medi-480

ated by NMDA plateau potentials as observed in slice recordings [27]. In burst firing mode,481

reminiscent of the effects we observed during V1 suppression, dLGN spontaneous activity482

is low [58], stimulus-evoked responses show phase-advance [72, 107] and high trial-to-trial483

reliability [107]. The increase in trial-to-trial response reliability we observed during V1484

suppression might therefore be explained not only by the removal of a more variable input485

as mentioned above [104], but also by a shift towards burst mode, where retinogeniculate486

communication efficacy is elevated [108].487

Theories about the function of thalamic firing modes can provide a useful framework for488

interpreting the effects of CT feedback we observed here, in particular since the greater pre-489

cision and trial-to-trial reliability of responses during V1 suppression might be unexpected490

at first glance. Thalamic burst mode is often linked with “inattentive states”, where the sud-491

den appearance or change of a visual stimulus from non-preferred to preferred RF contents492

[59, 109, 110] can reliably trigger a thalamic burst. Bursting is associated with high signal-493

to-noise, well-suited for stimulus detection [58, 111]. In addition, thalamic burst mode is494

known to augment the efficacy of retinal input to drive spiking in dLGN [108], and increases495

the probability of relay between thalamus and cortex [112]. This in turn might lead to de-496

polarizing CT feedback, switching the thalamus to tonic mode and allowing more faithful,497

linear relay of information with a higher dynamic range, better suited for encoding of more498

finely graded details [58, 102]. Such a “wake-up-call” for cortex [58, 59] could represent a499

neural implementation of bottom-up attention in dLGN [113]. To understand if CT feed-500

back is indeed recruited for detailed perceptual analyses, an essential next step would be to501

measure the activity of L6 CT neurons under behaviorally relevant conditions. Interestingly,502

in the auditory system, activation of L6 CT feedback has been shown to influence sound503

perception, with enhancements of sound detection or discrimination behavior, depending on504

the relative timing between CT spiking and stimulus onset [114]. Beyond having a broad im-505

pact on coding regimes and transmission, bursting in thalamus is also known to have specific506

computational properties, such as efficiently encoding high- and low-frequency information507

in parallel [115].508
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Stimulus-dependence of CT feedback effects509

So far, most studies using naturalistic stimuli to probe dLGN responses have been per-510

formed in anesthetized animals and have not considered CT feedback [59, 109, 110, 116–118].511

Similarly, most studies investigating the impact of CT feedback have relied on artificial stim-512

uli [31, 36, 60, 61]. Comparing the effects of CT feedback during naturalistic movies and513

gratings, we found evidence that CT feedback modulates firing rates at the geniculate level in514

a stimulus-dependent fashion. What could be the relevant difference? For artificial stimuli,515

such as gratings and bars, it has long been known that CT feedback can enhance dLGN sur-516

round suppression by increasing responses to small stimuli and reducing responses to large517

stimuli [35–39, 47, 119–121]. Such CT feedback mediated enhancement of surround suppres-518

sion might result from recruitment of a more narrow direct excitatory and a wider indirect519

inhibitory CT feedback component according to grating size [35], with the balance shifting520

more towards direct excitation for small gratings and more towards indirect inhibition for521

large gratings. Size, however, is likely not the only determinant of relative recruitment of CT522

feedback circuits: for instance, V1 ablation or pharmacological suppression in anesthetized523

cats leads to more prominent reductions of dLGN surround suppression for iso- vs. cross-524

oriented gratings [46, 47], suggesting an additional role of stimulus context. For naturalistic525

stimuli with complex context, measurements in area V1 have already demonstrated that526

surround suppression is generally lower than for iso-oriented gratings, and is flexibly invoked527

depending on the specific statistics in the RF center and surround [122]. The differential528

effect of CT feedback on dLGN firing rates for full-screen naturalistic movies and iso-oriented529

gratings observed in our study might therefore be parsimoniously explained by differences in530

the relative strength of direct excitatory and indirect inhibitory CT feedback. It would be531

of prime interest to measure, in future experiments, size tuning curves with and without CT532

feedback using different stimuli, such as naturalistic movies, iso- and cross-oriented gratings.533

Given our results, we predict that CT feedback would affect firing rate responses to full-534

screen cross-oriented gratings more similarly to full-screen naturalistic movies than would535

iso-oriented gratings. Alternatively, CT feedback might change firing rates more consistently536

for lower contrast stimuli, such as our movies, where additional top-down inputs might be537

helpful for detection or discrimination.538

Relationship between CT feedback and behavioral state539

By measuring the effects of V1 suppression on movie responses during different behavioral540

states, and by measuring effects of behavioral state with and without CT feedback, we found541

that behavioral state and CT feedback had similar effects on dLGN responses, but seemed542

to operate via largely separate circuits. The lack of substantial dependence between effects543
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of CT feedback and behavioral state on responses to our naturalistic movies is remarkable:544

neuromodulation accompanying changes in behavioral state will affect cortical layer 6, which545

receives dense cholinergic afferents from basal forebrain [123]. Accordingly, in slice record-546

ings, upon bath application of ACh, mouse V1 L6 CT neurons increase action potential firing547

[124]. Potentially related, many V1 L6 CT neurons themselves increase activity during loco-548

motion or arousal [25, 125]. Together, these studies would predict that effects of behavioral549

state should be augmented during CT feedback. Indeed, two recent studies investigating the550

interactions between CT feedback and arousal reported, during suppression of CT feedback,551

less correlation between dLGN firing and pupil size [126], and a loss of effects of behavioral552

state on dLGN tuning curves for temporal and spatial frequency, but not for spontaneous553

activity [127]. Together with other findings more consistent with our results [128–130], this554

discrepancy suggests that the degree to which effects of behavioral state in dLGN might be555

dependent on cortex is not fully understood.556

If not inherited from CT feedback, which alternative circuits could mediate the effects of557

behavioral state in dLGN [74–76]? Locomotion is accompanied by arousal [80], which in turn558

involves various neuromodulatory influences [reviewed in 131]. For instance, norepinephrine559

from the locus coeruleus (LC) and acetylcholine (ACh) from the midbrain are known to560

act directly on the thalamus [reviewed in 29, 132] and could drive some of the arousal-561

related depolarizing effects on firing rate independent of cortical feedback, for instance by562

blocking a long-lasting Ca2+-dependent K+ current [133]. In addition, electrical stimulation563

of the LC [134] and the parabrachial region (PBR) [135] within the mesencephalic locomotor564

region (MLR), and direct application of noradrenergic [136] and cholinergic [29, 137] agonists565

within dLGN, are sufficient to reduce thalamic burst mode firing. Finally, at least part of the566

locomotion effects in dLGN might also be related to modulations of retinal output [130, 138].567

Indeed, two-photon calcium imaging of retinal ganglion cell boutons in dLGN [138] and SC568

[130] revealed that their activity can be modulated by locomotion, albeit with an overall569

suppressive effect. In future studies, it will be key to further dissect the contributions of570

retinal, cortical and potentially collicular modulations, and the different neuromodulatory571

sources of behavioral state-related modulations in thalamic targets.572
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Materials and Methods581

Key resources table582

Reagent type

(species) or

resource

Designation
Source or

reference
Identifiers

Additional

information

Strain
pAAV EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R)-

eYFP.WPRE.hGH
Addgene #20298-AAV9

Strain pAAV hSyn1-SIO-stGtACR2-FusionRed Addgene #105677

Strain

(mouse)
B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J

Jackson

Laboratory
#008069

Strain

(mouse)

B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Ntsr1-cre)

GN220Gsat/Mmcd
MMRRC #030648-UCD

Chemical compound,

drug
Metamizole

MSD

Animal Health
Vetalgin 200 mg/kg

Chemical compound,

drug
Buprenorphine Bayer Buprenovet 0.1 mg/kg

Chemical compound,

drug

Lidocaine

hydrochloride
bela-pharm 2%

Chemical compound,

drug
Meloxicam

Bhringer

Ingelheim
Metacam 2 mg/kg

Chemical compound,

drug
Isoflurane CP Pharma in oxygen

Chemical compound,

drug
Bepanthen Bayer eye ointment

Software,

algorithm
Python 3.6 RRID:SCR 008394

Software,

algorithm
R The R project RRID:SCR 001905

Software,

algorithm
MATLAB R2019b Mathworks RRID:SCR 001622

Software,

algorithm
EXPO

https://sites.google.com/

a/nyu.edu/expo/home

visual stimulus

display

Software,

algorithm
Kilosort [139] RRID:SCR 016422

Software,

algorithm
Spyke [140]

Software,

algorithm
Fiji/ImageJ NIH RRID:SCR 003070

Software,

algorithm
DataJoint [141] RRID:SCR 014543

Other
DAPI-containing

mounting medium

Vector

Laboratories Ltd

Other Vectashield DAPI H-1000
Vector

Laboratories Ltd

Other DiI Invitrogen electrode stain
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Ethics583

All procedures complied with the European Communities Council Directive 2010/63/EU584

and the German Law for Protection of Animals, and were approved by local authorities,585

following appropriate ethics review.586

Surgical procedures587

Experiments were carried out in 6 adult PV-Cre mice (median age at first recording ses-588

sion: 23.5 weeks; B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J; #008069, Jackson Laboratory) and 3 adult589

Ntsr1-Cre mice (median age: 29.4 weeks; B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Ntsr1-cre)GN220Gsat/Mmcd;590

#030648-UCD, MMRRC) of either sex. Thirty minutes prior to the surgical procedure,591

mice were injected with an analgesic (Metamizole, 200 mg/kg, sc, MSD Animal Health,592

Brussels, Belgium). To induce anesthesia, animals were placed in an induction chamber and593

exposed to isoflurane (5% in oxygen, CP-Pharma, Burgdorf, Germany). After induction594

of anesthesia, mice were fixated in a stereotaxic frame (Drill & Microinjection Robot, Neu-595

rostar, Tuebingen, Germany) and the isoflurane level was lowered (0.5%–2% in oxygen), such596

that a stable level of anesthesia could be achieved as judged by the absence of a pedal reflex.597

Throughout the procedure, the eyes were covered with an eye ointment (Bepanthen, Bayer,598

Leverkusen, Germany) and a closed loop temperature control system (ATC 1000, WPI Ger-599

many, Berlin, Germany) ensured that the animal’s body temperature was maintained at600

37◦ C. At the beginning of the surgical procedure, an additional analgesic was administered601

(Buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg, sc, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) and the animal’s head was602

shaved and thoroughly disinfected using idodine solution (Braun, Melsungen, Germany).603

Before performing a scalp incision along the midline, a local analgesic was delivered (Lido-604

caine hydrochloride, sc, bela-pharm, Vechta, Germany). The skin covering the skull was605

partially removed and cleaned from tissue residues with a drop of H2O2 (3%, AppliChem,606

Darmstadt, Germany). Using four reference points (bregma, lambda, and two points 2 mm607

to the left and to the right of the midline respectively), the animal’s head was positioned608

into a skull-flat configuration. The exposed skull was covered with OptiBond FL primer and609

adhesive (Kerr dental, Rastatt, Germany) omitting three locations: V1 (AP: −2.8 mm, ML:610

−2.5 mm), dLGN (AP: −2.3 mm, ML: −2 mm), and a position roughly 1.5 mm anterior611

and 1 mm to the right of bregma, designated for a miniature reference screw (00-96 X 1/16612

stainless steel screws, Bilaney) soldered to a custom-made connector pin. 2 µL of the adeno-613

associated viral vector rAAV9/1.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R)-eYFP.WPRE.hGH (Addgene,614

#20298-AAV9) was dyed with 0.3 µL fast green (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). After615

performing a small craniotomy over V1, in PV-Cre mice a total of ∼ 0.5 µL of this mixture616

was injected across the entire depth of cortex (0.05 µL injected every 100 µm, starting at617
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1000 µm and ending at 100 µm below the brain surface), using a glass pipette mounted618

on a Hamilton syringe (SYR 10 µL 1701 RN no NDL, Hamilton, Bonaduz, Switzerland).619

In V1 of Ntsr1-Cre mice, we injected 0.35 µL of stGtACR2 (pAAV hSyn1-SIO-stGtACR2-620

FusionRed, Addgene, #105677; 0.05 µL injected every 100 µm, starting at 1000 µm and621

ending at 500 µm below the brain surface). A custom-made lightweight stainless steel head622

bar was positioned over the posterior part of the skull such that the round opening in the623

bar was centered on V1/dLGN. The head bar was attached with dental cement (Ivoclar624

Vivadent, Ellwangen, Germany) to the primer/adhesive. The opening was later filled with625

the silicone elastomer sealant Kwik-Cast (WPI Germany, Berlin, Germany). At the end of626

the procedure, an antibiotic ointment (Imex, Merz Pharmaceuticals, Frankfurt, Germany)627

or iodine-based ointment (Braunodivon, 10%, B. Braun, Melsungen, Germany) was applied628

to the edges of the wound and a long-term analgesic (Meloxicam, 2 mg/kg, sc, Böhringer629

Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany) was administered and for 3 consecutive days. For at least 5630

days post-surgery, the animal’s health status was assessed via a score sheet. After at least 1631

week of recovery, animals were gradually habituated to the experimental setup by first han-632

dling them and then simulating the experimental procedure. To allow for virus expression,633

neural recordings started no sooner than 3 weeks after injection. On the day prior to the first634

day of recording, mice were fully anesthetized using the same procedures as described for635

the initial surgery, and a craniotomy (ca. 1.5 mm2) was performed over dLGN and V1 and636

re-sealed with Kwik-Cast (WPI Germany, Berlin, Germany). As long as the animals did not637

show signs of discomfort, the long-term analgesic Metacam was administered only once at638

the end of surgery, to avoid any confounding effect on experimental results. Recordings were639

performed daily and continued for as long as the quality of the electrophysiological signals640

remained high.641

Electrophysiological recordings, optogenetic suppression of V1, perfusion642

Head-fixed mice were placed on an air-cushioned Styrofoam ball, which allowed the ani-643

mal to freely move. Two optical computer mice interfaced with a microcontroller (Arduino644

Duemilanove) sampled ball movements at 90 Hz. To record eye position and pupil size, the645

animal’s eye was illuminated with infrared light and monitored using a zoom lens (Navitar646

Zoom 6000) coupled with a camera (Guppy AVT camera; frame rate 50 Hz, Allied Vision,647

Exton, USA). Extracellular signals were recorded at 30 kHz (Blackrock microsystems). For648

each recording session, the silicon plug sealing the craniotomy was removed. For V1 record-649

ings, a 32 or 64 channel silicon probe (Neuronexus, A1x32-5mm-25-177, A1x32Edge-5mm-650

20-177-A32 or A1x64-Poly2-6mm-23s-160) was lowered into the brain to a median depth of651

1025 µm. For dLGN recordings, a 32 channel linear silicon probe (Neuronexus A1x32Edge-652
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5mm-20-177-A32) was lowered to a depth of ∼ 2300–3611 µm below the brain surface. We653

judged recording sites to be located in dLGN based on the characteristic progression of RFs654

from upper to lower visual field along the electrode shank [62] (Fig. 1-Supplement 1b), the655

presence of responses strongly modulated at the temporal frequency of the drifting gratings656

(F1 response), and the preference of responses to high temporal frequencies [62, 142]. For657

post hoc histological reconstruction of the recording site, the electrode was stained with DiI658

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) for one of the final recording sessions.659

For photostimulation of V1 PV+ inhibitory interneurons or photosuppression of V1 L6CT660

neurons, an optic fiber (910 µm diameter, Thorlabs, Newton, USA) was coupled to a light-661

emitting diode (LED, center wavelength 470 nm, M470F1, Thorlabs, Newton, USA; or center662

wavelength 465 nm, LEDC2 465/635 SMA, Doric Lenses, Quebec, Canada) and positioned663

with a micromanipulator less than 1 mm above the exposed surface of V1. A black metal664

foil surrounding the tip of the head bar holder prevented most of the photostimulation light665

from reaching the animal’s eyes. To ensure that the photostimulation was effective, the first666

recording session for each mouse was carried out in V1. Only if the exposure to light reliably667

induced suppression of V1 activity was the animal used for subsequent dLGN recordings.668

For gratings, photostimulation started either 0.1 s before stimulus onset and ended 0.1 s after669

stimulus offset (2 experiments), or photostimulation started 0.3 s before stimulus onset and670

ended 0.2 s after stimulus offset (11 experiments), or photostimulation started 0.3 s before671

stimulus onset and ended 0.45 s after stimulus offset (12 experiments). For movie clips,672

photostimulation started either 0.1 s before stimulus onset and ended 0.1 s after stimulus673

offset (2 experiments), or photostimulation started 0.3 s before stimulus onset and ended674

0.45 s after stimulus offset (45 experiments). LED light intensity was adjusted on a daily675

basis to evoke reliable effects (median intensity: 13.66 mW/mm2 for activating ChR2 in676

PV-Cre mice, and 10.84 mW/mm2 for activating stGtACR2 in Ntsr1-Cre mice, as measured677

at the tip of the optic fiber). Since the tip of the fiber never directly touched the surface of678

the brain, and since the clarity of the surface of the brain varied (generally decreasing every679

day following the craniotomy), the light intensity delivered even to superficial layers of V1680

was inevitably lower. Importantly, changes in dLGN firing rates induced by V1 suppression681

(FMI, see below) did not differ, on average, from those induced by behavioral state (RMI,682

see below) (firing rate: FMI 0.20 vs. RMI 0.15, LMM: F1,145.7 = 3.02, p = 0.08; burst ratio:683

FMI −0.27 vs. RMI −0.28, F1,124.0 = 0.002, p = 0.97; sparseness: FMI −0.12 vs. RMI684

−0.14, F1,144.9 = 1.03, p = 0.31; reliability: FMI −0.084 vs. −0.037, F1,183.0 = 1.96, p = 0.16;685

Fig. 6c), indicating that optogenetic stimulation effects were not outside the physiological686

range.687

After the final recording session, mice were first administered an analgesic (Metamizole,688
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200 mg/kg, sc, MSD Animal Health, Brussels, Belgium) and following a 30 min latency689

period were transcardially perfused under deep anesthesia using a cocktail of Medetomidin690

(Domitor, 0.5 mg/kg, Vetoquinol, Ismaning, Germany), Midazolam (Climasol, 5 mg/kg, Ra-691

tiopharm, Ulm, Germany) and Fentanyl (Fentadon, 0.05 mg/kg, Dechra Veterinary Products692

Deutschland, Aulendorf, Germany) (ip). A few animals, which were treated according to693

a different license, were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Narcoren, 400 mg/kg, ip,694

Böhringer Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany). Perfusion was first done with Ringer’s lactate695

solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.2 M sodium phosphate buffer (PBS).696

Histology697

To verify recording site and virus expression, we performed histological analyses. Brains698

were removed, postfixed in PFA for 24 h, and then rinsed with and stored in PBS at 4 ◦C.699

Slices (40 µm) were cut using a vibratome (Leica VT1200 S, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany),700

stained with DAPI solution before (DAPI, Thermo Fisher Scientific; Vectashield H-1000,701

Vector Laboratories) or after mounting on glass slides (Vectashield DAPI), and coverslipped.702

A fluorescent microscope (BX61, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was used to inspect slices for the703

presence of yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP) and DiI. Recorded images were processed using704

FIJI [143, 144].705

Visual stimulation706

Visual stimuli were presented on a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor (Samsung Sync-707

Master 2233RZ, 47×29 cm, 1680×1050 resolution at 60 Hz, mean luminance 50 cd/m2)708

positioned at a distance of 25 cm from the animal’s right eye (spanning ∼ 108×66◦, small709

angle approximation) using custom written software (EXPO, https://sites.google.com/a/nyu.710

edu/expo/home). The display was gamma-corrected for the presentation of artificial stimuli,711

but not for movies (see below).712

To measure receptive fields (RFs), we mapped the ON and OFF subfields with a sparse713

noise stimulus. The stimulus consisted of nonoverlapping white and black squares on a714

square grid, each flashed for 200 ms. For dLGN recordings, the square grid spanned 60◦ on715

a side, while individual squares spanned 5◦ on a side. For a single experiment the vertical716

extent was reduced to 50◦. For subsequent choices of stimuli, RF positions and other tuning717

preferences were determined online after each experiment based on multiunit activity, i.e.718

high-pass filtered signals crossing a threshold of 4.5 to 6.5 SD.719

We measured single unit orientation preference by presenting full-screen, full-contrast720

drifting sinusoidal gratings of either 12 (23 experiments) or 8 (2 experiments) different,721

pseudo-randomly interleaved orientations (30◦ or 45◦ steps). For dLGN recordings, spatial722

frequency was either 0.02 cyc/◦ (17 experiments) or 0.04 cyc/◦ (8 experiments) and temporal723
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frequency was either 2 Hz (2 experiments) or 4 Hz (23 experiments). One blank condition724

(i.e., mean luminance gray screen) was included to allow measurements of spontaneous ac-725

tivity. The stimulus duration was either 2 s (23 experiments) or 5 s (2 experiments), with726

an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 2.4 s (21 experiments) or 1.25 s (2 experiments). For two727

Ntsr1-Cre experiments, ISIs varied and were either 0.58 s or 1.09 s.728

For laminar localization of neurons recorded in V1, we presented a full-screen, contrast-729

reversing checkerboard at 100% contrast, with a spatial frequency of either 0.01 cyc/◦ (2 ex-730

periments) or 0.02 cyc/◦ (5 experiments) and a temporal frequency of 0.5 cyc/s.731

Movies were acquired using a hand-held consumer-grade digital camera (Canon Power-732

Shot SD200) at a resolution of 320×240 pixels and 60 frames/s. Movies were filmed close to733

the ground in a variety of wooded or grassy locations in Vancouver, BC, and contained little734

to no forward/backward optic flow, but did contain simulated gaze shifts (up to 275◦/s),735

generated by manual camera movements (for example movies, see Fig. 1-Video 1 and736

Fig. 1-Video 2). Focus was kept within 2 m and exposure settings were set to automatic.737

The horizontal angle subtended by the camera lens was 51.6◦. No display gamma correction738

was used while presenting movies, since consumer-grade digital cameras are already gamma739

corrected for consumer displays [145]. For presentation, movies were cut into 5 s clips and740

converted from color to grayscale. Movie clips were presented full-screen with an ISI of741

1.25 s (43 experiments). For two Ntsr1-Cre experiments, ISIs varied and were either 0.58 s742

or 1.08 s.743

Spike sorting744

To obtain single unit activity from extracellular recordings, we used the open source,745

Matlab-based, automated spike sorting toolbox Kilosort [139]. Resulting clusters were man-746

ually refined using Spyke [140], a Python application that allows the selection of channels747

and time ranges around clustered spikes for realignment, as well as representation in 3D748

space using dimension reduction (multichannel PCA, ICA, and/or spike time). In 3D, clus-749

ters were then further split via a gradient-ascent based clustering algorithm (GAC) [146].750

Exhaustive pairwise comparisons of similar clusters allowed the merger of potentially over-751

clustered units. For subsequent analyses, we inspected autocorrelograms and mean voltage752

traces, and only considered units that displayed a clear refractory period and a distinct spike753

waveshape. All further analyses were carried out using the DataJoint framework [141] with754

custom-written code in Python.755

Response characterization756

We used current source density (CSD) analysis for recordings in area V1 to determine757

the laminar position of electrode contacts. To obtain the LFP data we first down-sampled758
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the signal to 1 kHz before applying a bandpass filter (4–90 Hz, 2nd-order Butterworth filter).759

We computed the CSD from the second spatial derivative of the local field potentials [147],760

and assigned the base of layer 4 to the contact that was closest to the earliest CSD polarity761

inversion. The remaining contacts were assigned to supragranular, granular and infragranular762

layers, assuming a thickness of ∼ 1 mm for mouse visual cortex [148].763

In recordings targeting dLGN, we used the envelope of multi-unit spiking activity (MUAe)764

[149] to determine RF progression (Fig. 1-Supplement 1b). Briefly, we full-wave rectified765

the high-pass filtered signals (cutoff frequency: 300 Hz, 4th-order non-causal Butterworth766

filter) before performing common average referencing by subtracting the median voltage767

across all channels in order to eliminate potential artifacts (e.g., movement artifacts). We768

then applied a low-pass filter (cutoff frequency: 500 Hz, Butterworth filter) and down-769

sampled the signal to 2 kHz. Recording sessions for which RFs did not show the retinotopic770

progression typical of dLGN (Fig. 1-Supplement 1b) [62] were excluded from further771

analysis.772

Each unit’s peristimulus time histogram (PSTH, i.e., the response averaged over trials)773

was calculated by convolving a Gaussian of width 2σ = 20 ms with the spike train collapsed774

across all trials, separately for each condition.775

We defined bursts according to [72], which required a silent period of at least 100 ms before776

the first spike in a burst, followed by a second spike with an interspike interval < 4 ms.777

Imposing the silent period was found to be crucial for separating dLGN “low threshold778

calcium bursts” from high-frequency firing in extracellular recordings [72]; note however, that779

“low-threshold calcium bursts” can only be unequivocally detected in intracellular recordings780

or calcium imaging. Any subsequent spikes with preceding interspike intervals < 4 ms were781

also considered to be part of the burst. All other spikes were regarded as tonic. We computed782

a burst ratio (the number of burst spikes divided by the total number of spikes) and compared783

this ratio in conditions with CT feedback intact vs. V1 suppression or during locomotion784

vs. stationary conditions. PSTHs for burst spikes were calculated by only considering spikes785

that were part of bursts before collapsing across trials and convolving with the Gaussian786

kernel (see above). PSTHs for non-burst spikes were calculated in an analogous way.787

To quantify the effect of V1 suppression on various response properties, we defined the788

feedback modulation index (FMI) as789

FMI =
feedback− suppression

feedback + suppression
(1)
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Characterization of responses to naturalistic movie clips790

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) was calculated according to [150] by791

SNR =
V ar[〈Cr〉]t
〈V ar[C]t〉r

(2)

where C is the T by R response matrix (time samples by stimulus repetitions) and 〈〉x and792

Var[]x denote the mean and variance across the indicated dimension, respectively. If all trials793

were identical such that the mean response was a perfect representative of the response, SNR794

would equal 1.795

The sparseness S of a PSTH was calculated according to [52] by796

S =

1−

(
n∑

i=1

ri/n

)2

n∑
i=1

r2
i /n


(

1

1− 1/n

)
(3)

where ri ≥ 0 is the signal value in the ith time bin, and n is the number of time bins.797

Sparseness ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 corresponding to a uniform signal, and 1 corresponding798

to a signal with all of its energy in a single time bin.799

Response reliability was quantified according to [53] as the mean pairwise correlation800

of all trial pairs of a unit’s single trial responses. Single trial responses were computed by801

counting spikes in 20 ms, overlapping time bins at 1 ms resolution. Pearson’s correlation was802

calculated between all possible pairs of trials, and then averaged across trials per condition.803

To detect response peaks in trial raster plots and measure their widths, clustering of spike804

times collapsed across trials was performed using the gradient ascent clustering (GAC) algo-805

rithm [146], with a characteristic neighborhood size of 20 ms. Spike time clusters containing806

less than 5 spikes were discarded. The center of each detected cluster of spike times was807

matched to the nearest peak in the PSTH. A threshold of θ = b + 3 Hz was applied to the808

matching PSTH peak, where b = 2 median(x) is the baseline of each PSTH x. Peaks in the809

PSTH that fell below θ were discarded, and all others were kept as valid peaks. Peak widths810

were measured as the temporal separation of the middle 68% (16th to 84th percentile) of811

spike times within each cluster.812

To determine whether V1 suppression changes dLGN responses in a divisive or subtractive813

manner, we fit a threshold-linear model using repeated random subsampling cross-validation.814

To this end, we first selected a random set of 50% of the trials for each condition for fitting815

to the timepoint-by-timepoint responses a threshold linear model given by Rsupp = sRfb + b,816

where Rsupp > 0, with s representing the slope and b the offset. Fitting was done using817
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non-linear least squares (scipy.optimize.curve fit). Throughout Fig. 2, we report the818

resulting x-intercept as the threshold. We evaluated goodness of fit (R2) for the other 50% of819

trials not used for fitting. We repeated this procedure 1000 times and considered threshold820

and slope as significant if the central 95% of their distribution did not include 0 and 1,821

respectively.822

Characterization of responses to drifting gratings823

For display of spike rasters (Fig. 3), trials were sorted by condition. We computed824

orientation tuning curves by fitting a sum of two Gaussians of the same width with peaks825

180◦ apart:826

R(θ) = R0 +Rpe
− (θ−θp)2

2σ2 +Rne
− (θ−θp+180)2

2σ2 (4)

In this expression, θ is stimulus orientation (0–360◦). The function has five parameters:827

preferred orientation θp, tuning width σ, baseline response (offset independent of orientation)828

R0, response at the preferred orientation Rp, and response at the null orientation Rn.829

Orientation selectivity was quantified according to [60, 151] as830

OSI =

√
(
∑
Rk sin(2θk))2 + (

∑
Rk cos(2θk))2∑

Rk

(5)

where Rk is the response to the kth direction given by θk. We determined OSI for each unit831

during both feedback and suppression conditions.832

We computed the first harmonic of the response R from the spike trains according to [71]833

to obtain the amplitude and phase of the best-fitting sinusoid, which has the same temporal834

frequency as the stimulus. For each trial, we calculated835

R = (1/D)
∑
k

cos(2πftk) + i sin(2πftk) (6)

where D is the stimulus duration, f is the temporal frequency of the stimulus, and the tk836

are the times of the individual spikes. We excluded the first cycle to avoid contamination837

by the onset response. For (Fig. 3g), we calculated average amplitude F1 by obtaining838

the absolute value of the complex number R on each trial, before averaging across trials,839

to avoid potential confounds due to differences in response phase across conditions. For840

the comparison of response phase, we focused on the orientation which elicited the maximal841

cycle average response across both feedback and suppression conditions.842
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Cell typing843

Units were classified as suppressed by contrast (SbC) or not suppressed by contrast (non-844

SbC) by comparing their mean firing rates during full-screen drifting grating presentation to845

their mean firing rates during blank-screen presentation. Units were classified as SbC if they846

were visually responsive to gratings (see below) and had a median z-scored response across847

orientation conditions of ≤ −3 during at least one grating experiment. Otherwise, units848

were classified as non-SbC. SbC units seem to constitute a sizeable fraction in our dataset,849

which is similar to our previous results [63], where SbC was also found to be among the850

overrepresented retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types providing input to dLGN.851

To identify electrode channels within the dLGN, and their relative depth, which could852

be useful to distinguish between shell and core, we concentrated on the RF progression as853

assessed with MUAe maps that were constructed using sparse noise experiments. Because RF854

progression is mainly along elevation, amplitudes of MUAe for each channel were collapsed855

across azimuth and then range normalized. Channels with normalized amplitudes higher856

than an empirically set threshold (0.4) were considered part of dLGN. Non-detected channels857

located between detected channels were also included.858

Direction selectivity index (DSI, [152]) was calculated for each unit as859

DSI =
Rp −Rn

Rp +Rn + 2R0

(7)

where Rp and Rn are the firing rates in the preferred and null directions, respectively, ex-860

tracted from tuning curves fit to drifting grating responses (see above), and R0 is baseline861

firing rate independent of orientation.862

The RF distance from the center of the screen was calculated for each unit by finding863

the position of the MUAe RF for the channel on which the unit’s mean spike waveform had864

the largest amplitude.865

Exclusion criteria866

Neurons with mean evoked firing rates < 0.01 spikes/s were excluded from further anal-867

ysis. For movie clips, only neurons with SNR ≥ 0.015 in at least one of the conditions in868

an experiment were considered. Of this population, 2 neurons were excluded from the anal-869

ysis of the parameters returned by the threshold linear model, because their R2 was < 0.870

For gratings, we converted firing rates in response to each orientation to z-scores relative871

to responses to the mean luminance gray screen. We only considered visually responsive872

neurons, with an absolute z-scored response ≥ 2.5 to at least 1 orientation. For the analysis873

of response phase, we only considered neurons with a peak of the cycle average response of874
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at least 10 Hz in both feedback and suppression conditions, and an F1/F0 ratio of at least875

0.25.876

Locomotion877

We used the Euclidean norm of three perpendicular components of ball velocity (roll,878

pitch and yaw) to compute animal running speed. For the analysis of neural responses as a879

function of behavioral state, locomotion trials were defined as those for which speed exceeded880

1 cm/s for at least 50% of the stimulus presentation, and stationary trials as those for which881

speed fell below 0.25 cm/s for at least 50% of the stimulus presentation. To quantify the882

effect of running vs. sitting on various response properties, the run modulation index (RMI)883

was defined as884

RMI =
running − sitting

running + sitting
(8)

Eye Tracking885

The stimulus viewing eye was filmed using an infrared camera under infrared LED il-886

lumination. Pupil position was extracted from the videos using a custom, semi-automated887

algorithm. Briefly, each video frame was equalized using an adaptive bi-histogram equaliza-888

tion procedure, and then smoothed using median and bilateral filters. The center of the pupil889

was detected by taking the darkest point in a convolution of the filtered image with a black890

square. Next, the peaks of the image gradient along lines extending radially from the center891

point were used to define the pupil contour. Lastly, an ellipse was fit to the contour, and the892

center of this ellipse was taken as the position of the pupil. A similar procedure was used893

to extract the position of the corneal reflection (CR) of the LED illumination. Eye blinks894

were automatically detected and the immediately adjacent data points were excluded. Ad-895

justable algorithm parameters were set manually for each experiment. Output pupil position896

time-courses were lightly smoothed, and unreliable segments were automatically removed ac-897

cording to a priori criteria. Finally, the CR position was subtracted from the pupil position898

to eliminate translational eye movements, and pupil displacement in degrees relative to the899

baseline (median) position was determined by900

θ = 2
arcsin(d/2)

r
(9)

where d is the distance between the pupil and the baseline position, and r = 1.25 mm is901

the radius of the eye [153]. Angular displacement was computed separately for x and y902

directions.903

Eye position standard deviation was computed by first taking the standard deviation904

of the horizontal eye position at each time point across trials, and then averaging over the905
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5 s during which the visual stimulus was presented. We focused on horizontal eye position906

because horizontal and vertical eye movements tend to occur in tandem under head-fixed907

conditions, and the horizontal position variance is larger [154], thus serving as a better proxy908

for variance in 2D. For each experiment, trials were sorted either by the presence of optoge-909

netic suppression of CT feedback (Fig. 1-Supplement 2h), or by the behavioral state of910

the animal as described above (Fig. 5-Supplement 1h). The eye position standard devia-911

tion FMI and RMI (Fig. 1-Supplement 2i and Fig. 5-Supplement 1i) were calculated912

in the same manner as for the neural response properties.913

Analysis of pupil dilation during movies914

Following [79], changes in pupil area collected during movie clip presentation (e.g., Fig. 5-915

Supplement 2a) were measured at 20 ms resolution. Spiking responses were binned to916

match the temporal resolution of the pupil change signal, masked to exclude periods of917

locomotion (> 0.25 cm/s), and then further masked to only include bins corresponding to918

the top or bottom quartiles (dilation or constriction) of the pupil area dynamics. Neural919

responses (firing rate, reliability, and SNR) were then calculated separately for the remaining920

unmasked top or bottom pupil quartile bins. To make our analyses comparable to those921

obtained for V1 by Reimer et. al. [79], we considered pupil-related response modulations as922

a function of instantaneous firing rate. For Fig. 5-Supplement 2c, we therefore separated923

each time point of the PSTH, determined without taking pupil size into account, into firing924

rate quartiles. We then computed, for each neuron, the % change in median firing rates925

between top and bottom pupil quartiles in each of the four firing rate quartiles. While926

Reimer et. al. [79] observed a multiplicative effect of pupil size change on V1 responses to927

movies, our results for dLGN rather resemble an inverted U-shape pattern.928

Statistical methods929

To assess statistical significance, we fitted and examined multilevel linear models [155].930

Such models take into account the hierarchical structure present in our data (i.e., neurons931

nested in experiments, experiments nested in recording sessions, recordings sessions nested932

in animals), and eliminate the detrimental effect of structural dependencies on the likelihood933

of Type I errors (false positive reports) [156]. By considering the nested structure of the934

data, multilevel models also eliminate the need for “pre-selecting” data sets, such as one935

out of several experiments repeatedly performed on the same neurons. Whenever we have936

several experiments per neuron, we include all of them, and also show them in the scatter937

plots (“observations”). We provide the sample size for each analysis in Table 2. To account938

for repeated measurements, we fitted by-neuron random intercepts and random slopes over939

measurement conditions (V1 control vs V1 suppressed). By-neuron random intercepts model940
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the difference between neurons in overall firing rates, while by-neuron random slopes model941

between-neuron differences in how they responded to V1 suppression. Where possible, we942

included random intercepts for experiments nested in recording sessions, nested in mice, and943

random intercepts and slopes for neurons partially crossed in experiments. In cases where944

the model structure was too complex for a given data set (i.e., did not converge, or gave945

singular fits), we simplified the random effects structure by removing one or more terms.946

We fit these models in R [157], using the lme4 package [158]. We estimated F-values, their947

degrees of freedom, and the corresponding p-values using the Satterthwaite approximation948

[159] implemented by the lmertest package [160]. For each analysis, we provide the exact949

model specification and the complete output of the model (see Data and code availability).950

Throughout the manuscript, uncertainty in estimated regression slopes is represented as951

slope± x, where x is 2× the estimated standard error of the slope.952

Data and code availability953

Data and source code used to generate the figures in the manuscript is available at Dryad.954
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Neurons Mice

Figure 1f–i 65 6

Figure 2e–i 63 6

Figure 3c–e,g 44 4

Figure 3f 28 4

Figure 3h–i 35 3

Figure 4a–b 39 4

Figure 5c–f, i–l 66 6

Figure 6a1,a3 64 6

Figure 6a2 58 6

Figure 6a4 63 6

Figure 6b1,b3 63 6

Figure 6b2 58 6

Figure 6b4 62 6

Figure 6c1,c3,c4 59 6

Figure 6c2 56 6

Figure 1S2a 65 6

Figure 1S2b,g 57 6

Figure 1S2c 63 6

Figure 1S2d–f,i 64 6

Figure 1S2h 6

Figure 1S3a,c 39 4

Figure 1S3b,j 63 6

Figure 1S3d 54 6

Figure 1S3e 64 6

Figure 1S3f,h 38 4

Figure 1S3g 62 6

Figure 1S3i 53 6

Figure 1S4e–h 62 3

Figure 1S4l–n 73 3

Figure 1S5c,d,h,i 19 1

Figure 1S6c–f 35 5

Figure 1S6g 65 6

Figure 1S6h 56 3

Figure 1S6i 64 6
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Figure 1S6j 54 3

Figure 3S1a,c,e 44 4

Figure 3S1b,f,h,j 42 4

Figure 3S1d 36 4

Figure 3S1g 40 4

Figure 3S1i 35 4

Figure 4S1a 42 4

Figure 4S1b,k,l 43 4

Figure 4S1c–d,g,j 65 6

Figure 4S1e 36 3

Figure 4S1f 29 3

Figure 4S1h,i 44 4

Figure 5S1a 66 6

Figure 5S1b,g 56 6

Figure 5S1c 57 6

Figure 5S1d–f,i 65 6

Figure 5S1h 6

Figure 5S2d–g 57 6

Figure 6S1a1,b1,c1 37 4

Figure 6S1a2,c2 34 3

Figure 6S1b2 33 3

Table 2 Breakdown of sample sizes (N) for the analyses of neural data. See text for details.
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Figure 1-Supplement 1 Confirmation of optogenetic suppression of V1 responses and targeting dLGN for
recordings.
(a) MUAe responses [149] to 2 s drifting gratings recorded in one experiment for three example channels. All
three channels were located, as determined by current source density analysis [147], in the infragranular layers
of V1. Dark blue: Mean MUAe responses across control trials; light blue: MUAe responses in trials with
optogenetic activation of PV+ inhibitory interneurons. Normalized MUAe was computed by subtracting
the mean activity across both conditions in a 200 ms time window prior to light onset before normalizing
to the maximum response across the two conditions. Percentages indicate mean reduction in MUAe over
the stimulus presentation period. Black bar : stimulus period; light blue bar : photoactivation period. (b)
MUAe-based RFs for channels located in dLGN during two example RF mapping experiments. Each panel
represents one channel, with the top channel being located most dorsally and the bottom channel most
ventrally in the dLGN. RFs were computed as the mean response to a change in contrast at a given monitor
position in a time window ranging from 50 ms after stimulus onset to 100 ms after stimulus offset. Brighter
pixels indicate higher activity. The emerging characteristic pattern with more ventrally located channels
representing locations lower in the visual field was used to confirm successful targeting of dLGN.
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Figure 1-Supplement 2 Effects of CT feedback on additional parameters of responses to naturalistic movies
and relationship with firing rate.
(a,b) Comparison of CT feedback vs. V1 suppression conditions for PSTH signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (a)
and mean peak width (b). SNR was computed as in [150], and compares the variance of the trial-averaged
PSTH across time relative to the single-trial variance across time, averaged across stimulus repeats. If all
trials are identical such that the PSTH is a perfect representation of each trial’s response, SNR equals 1.
The width of PSTH peaks that exceeded a threshold amplitude was measured as the temporal separation
of the middle 68% of spikes clustered as part of each peak (see Methods). Narrow peaks are a proxy for
high temporal precision of responses. With CT feedback intact, mean SNR was lower (0.15 vs. 0.18, LMM:
F1,180.5 = 11.2, p = 0.00098) and mean peak width was higher (0.087 vs. 0.081, LMM: F1,154.2 = 7.1,
p = 0.0088). (c–g) Relationship between CT feedback effects on firing rate and burst ratio (c), sparseness
(d), reliability (e), SNR (f), and mean peak width (g). Feedback effects were quantified with a feedback
modulation index (FMI), where FMI = (feedback − suppressed)/(feedback + suppressed). CT feedback-
related changes in firing rate can to a large degree account for the changes in sparseness (LMM: slope of
−0.62 ± 0.11; (d)). Importantly, for all other measures, there was no systematic relation to the feedback
manipulation of firing rates because slopes were either non-significant or close to 0 (burst ratio, LMM: slope
of −0.18±0.29; reliability, LMM: −0.018±0.19; SNR, LMM: slope of −0.18±0.18; mean peak width, LMM:
slope of 0.19 ± 0.11; estimated slope ± 2× the estimated standard error). (h) Cumulative distribution of
standard deviation of eye position with CT feedback intact (dark blue) and suppressed (light blue). Eye
position standard deviation was, on average, slightly larger during V1 suppression than during feedback
(4.5◦ vs. 4.2◦, LMM: F1,30 = 8.9, p = 0.0056, N = 31 experiments from 6 mice). (i) The strength of CT
feedback effects on reliability is unrelated to the strength of feedback effects on eye position (LMM: slope
0.83± 1.27). The results from (h) and (i) are inconsistent with the hypothesis that CT feedback effects on
trial-to-trial reliability can be explained by changes in eye position variance.
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Figure 1-Supplement 3 Feedback effects during movie presentation are largely independent of functional
cell type classification.
The dLGN is a non-homogeneous nucleus, consisting of different functional cell types [62, 63]. To test if the
effect of CT feedback depended on functional cell type, we performed functional cell typing of neurons in
various ways. None of the classifications yielded significant results. (a) Firing rate FMI distributions during
movie presentation, with units classified according to whether or not they were suppressed by contrast
(SbC) [62, 63]. Units were defined as SbC if their mean firing rates to uniform equiluminant gray screen
were ≥ 3× that of a full-contrast stimulus. CT feedback effects on firing rates tended to be lower for SbC
neurons compared to the rest of the population, but not significantly (SbC: 0.062 vs. non-SbC: 0.20; LMM:
F1,37.0 = 3.5, p = 0.069). (b) Firing rate FMI during movie presentation, plotted against estimated depth
of each unit in dLGN (slope −0.00031 ± 0.00046). Estimated depth could serve as a proxy to separate
units into belonging to dLGN shell or core. (c) Same as (b), but with firing rate FMIs plotted against the
direction selectivity index (DSI) [152] of each unit (slope −0.034 ± 0.37). (d) Same as (c), but with firing
rate FMIs plotted against the distance of their RFs from the center of the screen (slope −0.0035± 0.0083).
We considered distance from center of screen as a proxy for RF coverage by the visual stimuli, which we
hypothesized might modulate CT feedback effects through its known effects on spatial integration [35]. (e)
Same as (d), but with firing rate FMIs plotted against their mean firing rate during the feedback intact
condition (slope 0.00052 ± 0.006). This indicates that the CT feedback modulation of firing rates does not
depend on overall firing rate, i.e. that neurons do not share the same gain factor (see also Fig. 2e,i). (f–j)
Same as (a–e), but for burst ratio (-0.40 (SbC) vs. -0.36 (non-SbC); LMM: F1,30.8 = 0.42, p = 0.52; depth:
slope −0.00067 ± 0.0006; DSI: slope −0.057 ± 0.3; RF distance: slope −0.0081 ± 0.01; burst ratio: slope
1.1 ± 1.3). In summary, except for modest trends of differential CT feedback modulations of SbC neurons,
we did not find any difference in how feedback affected the various subpopulations. The general similarity of
CT feedback effects across classifications might be related to a lack of power (cell-typing in high-dimensional
space requires high neuron counts) and to the global suppression approach.
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Figure 1-Supplement 4 (Previous page) Selective optogenetic suppression of L6 CT feedback in Ntsr1-Cre
yielded similar results as global V1 suppression via PV+ activation.
(a) Schematic of experimental approach. The chloride-conducting, inhibitory opsin stGtACR2 [55] was
conditionally expressed in V1 Ntsr1+ neurons (red) using a viral approach. Extracellular silicon electrode
recordings were performed in dLGN with and without optogenetic suppression of V1. (b) Coronal section
of V1 for an example Ntsr1-Cre mouse, showing transduced Ntsr1+ neurons (magenta) located in the deep
layers of V1. Blue: cell nuclei stained with DAPI. Inset : magnified view with expression of stGtACR2 largely
restricted to somata. (c) Movie raster plots during feedback and suppression for an example neuron. (d)
Corresponding PSTHs. FB suppr.: Feedback suppressed. (e–h) Comparison of CT feedback vs. suppression
conditions for mean firing rate (e), burst ratio (f), temporal sparseness (g), and response reliability (h), all
calculated for the duration of the movie clip. Similar to our results for global V1 suppression, CT feedback
enhanced firing rates (10.0 (feedback) vs. 8.7 spikes/s (suppression); LMM: F1,60.6 = 13.9, p = 0.00043),
reduced bursting (0.086 vs. 0.13; LMM: F1,62.7 = 49.1, p = 2.0 × 10−9), reduced sparseness (0.31 vs. 0.36;
LMM: F1,57.7 = 39.9, p = 4.2×10−8), and reduced trial-to-trial reliability (0.10 vs. 0.11; LMM: F1,47.9 = 5.1,
p = 0.029). (i) Grating raster plots sorted by orientation, during CT feedback and suppression conditions
for a different example neuron. (j,k) Corresponding orientation tuning curves and cycle average responses
to preferred orientation. (l–o) Comparison of feedback vs. suppression conditions for mean firing rate (l),
burst ratio (m), F1/F0 (n), and cycle average phase φ (o). Similar to our results for global V1 suppression,
CT feedback had no consistent effect on firing rate (11.44 (feedback) vs. 11.26 spikes/s (suppression); LMM:
F1,71.4 = 0.075, p = 0.8), but reduced bursting (0.03 vs. 0.11; LMM: F1,72.1 = 36.3, p = 6.5 × 10−8),
and reduced F1/F0 (1.2 vs. 1.3; LMM: F1,136.4 = 14.2, p = 0.00025). Black symbols in (e,f,h,l,m) indicate
individually significant neurons (Welch’s t-test).
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Figure 1-Supplement 5 Photostimulation in an Ntsr1− control mouse injected with cre-dependent stGtACR2
had no effect on neural responses. Same layout as Fig. 1-Supplement 4c–f,i–m. (a–d) Responses to
movies. Photostimulation per se had no consistent effect on firing rate (8.5 (feedback) vs. 8.3 spikes/s
(suppression); LMM: F1,7580 = 1.9, p = 0.17), or burst ratio (0.096 vs. 0.089; LMM: F1,7422 = 2.1, p = 0.15).
FB suppr.: Feedback suppressed. (e–i) Responses to gratings. Photostimulation per se had no consistent
effect on firing rate (10.9 (feedback) vs. 10.9 spikes/s (suppression); LMM: F1,3628 = 0.58, p = 0.45), or
burst ratio (0.024 vs. 0.022; LMM: F1,3507 = 0.42, p = 0.52). Black symbols in (c,d,h,i) indicate individually
significant neurons (Welch’s t-test).
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Figure 1-Supplement 6 Effects of photostimulation on pupil size were unrelated to CT feedback effects
on dLGN neuronal activity. (a–b) Comparing pupil size during control and photostimulation conditions,
we found that for PV+ activation experiments, in 17/31 (54.8%) of experiments, distributions of pupil
size were indistinguishable between the photostimulation conditions (KS test, example experiment in (a)).
In the remaining experiments (14/31, 45.2%), pupil size was significantly smaller during photostimulation,
indicating light leakage (example experiment in (b)). Note that none of the distributions of pupil size differed
between photostimulation conditions for the experiments with direct suppression of L6CT neurons in Ntsr1-
Cre mice (0/10). (c–f) Repeating our analyses for only those sessions in PV-Cre mice without differences
in pupil size distributions, our findings were qualitatively recapitulated for firing rate (c), burst ratio (d),
sparseness (e), and reliability (f). Black symbols indicate individually significant neurons (Welch’s t-test).
(g–h) Comparing light modulation indices on pupil size with feedback modulation indices on mean firing rate
for PV-Cre (g) and Ntsr1-Cre mice (h) reveals no significant relationship. (i–j) Comparing light modulation
indices on pupil size with feedback modulation indices on burst ratio for PV-Cre (i) and Ntsr1-Cre mice (j)
reveals no significant relationship. Together, these analyses demonstrate that any effects of photostimulation
on pupil size were unrelated to CT feedback effects on dLGN neuronal activity.

Figure 1-Video 1 First example 5 s movie clip used for visual stimulation.

Figure 1-Video 2 Second example 5 s movie clip used for visual stimulation.
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Figure 3-Supplement 1 As for movies (Fig. 1-Supplement 3), feedback effects during grating presentation
are largely independent of functional cell type classification.
(a–e) Same as Fig. 1-Supplement 3a–e but for drifting gratings (0.08 (SbC) vs. 0.05 (non-SbC); LMM:
F1,42 = 0.12, p = 0.73; depth: slope −2.8 × 10−6 ± 0.0006; DSI: slope 0.11 ± 0.4; RF distance: slope
−0.0004± 0.01; firing rate: slope 0.0009± 0.005). (f–j) Same as Fig. 1-Supplement 3f–j but for drifting
gratings (-0.49 (SbC) vs. -0.24 (non-SbC); LMM: F1,34.0 = 3.77, p = 0.061; depth: slope 0.00043 ± 0.0012;
DSI: slope −0.18± 0.6; RF distance: slope −0.013± 0.03; burst ratio: slope −1.5± 2.2).
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Figure 4-Supplement 1 (Previous page) Control analyses assessing the difference in CT feedback effects
for gratings and movies.
(a) Similar to our results for movies (Fig. 1-Supplement 2c), CT feedback modulation of grating burst
ratio was unrelated to CT feedback modulation of firing rate (LMM: slope of 0.029 ± 0.41). (b) With CT
feedback intact, movies and gratings evoked firing rates of similar magnitude (13.3 spikes/s vs. 16.3 spikes/s,
LMM: F1,42 = 4.1, p = 0.05). This rules out the possibility that larger CT feedback effects for movies
are related to stronger firing rates already present in the baseline condition with CT feedback intact. (c,d)
Comparison of CT feedback effects in response to movies for the first 2 s (c) or the last 2 s (d) of movie
stimulation, for more direct comparison with grating stimulation. dLGN firing rates were overall higher
for movies during the CT feedback intact vs. V1 suppression condition (main effect of feedback, LMM:
F1,63.2 = 11.8, p = 0.001), and the CT feedback effect was even stronger when restricting the analysis to
only the first 2 s and 120 trials of movie stimulation (interaction, LMM: F1,64.3 = 9.4, p = 0.003). Together,
this rules out that the difference in CT feedback effects on firing rates to movies vs. gratings is related to
the longer duration or greater number of movie trials (5 s, 200 trials) than grating trials (2 s, 120 trials).
(e) V1 suppression increases bursting more strongly during presentation of gratings than movies (burst ratio
FMI of -0.34 (movies) vs. -0.5 (gratings); LMM: F1,35 = 5.7, p = 0.023). (f) V1 suppression increases
bursting to a similar degree during short blank screen periods preceding movie and grating stimulus trials,
and during blank grating conditions (burst ratio FMI of -0.67 (pre-movies) vs. -0.68 (pre-gratings) vs. -
0.58 (blank grating condition); LMM: F2,56 = 0.43, p = 0.65). Burst ratio FMI depended only weakly on
stimulus type (movie vs. grating, average of all blank conditions, LMM: F2,126,2 = 2.8, p = 0.07). (g,h,i)
Comparison of firing rates during CT feedback vs. V1 suppression for short blank periods preceding movies
and gratings, and during blank grating conditions. In all cases, CT feedback is associated with enhanced
firing rates (blank pre-movies: firing rates 13.2 spikes/s (feedback) vs. 8.7 spikes/s (V1 suppression); LMM:
F1,62.6 = 25.1, p = 4.8× 10−6; blank pre-gratings: firing rates 10.8 spikes/s (feedback) vs. 7.5 spikes/s (V1
suppression); LMM: F1,43.3 = 17.5, p = 0.0001; blank grating condition: firing rates 11.5 spikes/s (feedback)
vs. 8.7 spikes/s (V1 suppression); LMM: F1,43.1 = 6.2, p = 0.02). (j,k,l) Same as (g,h,i), but for burst ratio.
In all cases, CT feedback is associated with less bursting (blank pre-movies: burst ratios 0.031 (feedback) vs.
0.23 (V1 suppression); LMM: F1,64.4 = 37.5, p = 6.0×10−8; blank pre-gratings: burst ratios 0.034 (feedback)
vs. 0.21 (V1 suppression); LMM: F1,42.3 = 22.1, p = 2.7× 10−5; blank grating condition: burst ratios 0.049
(feedback) vs. 0.14 (V1 suppression); LMM: F1,1273 = 102.1, p = 2.2 × 10−6). (e,f) Red horizontal lines:
means estimated by LMM.
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Figure 5-Supplement 1 Effects of locomotion on additional parameters of responses to naturalistic movie
clips and relationship with firing rate.
(a,b) Comparison between trials with locomotion and stationary periods for (a) SNR [150] and (b) width
of response peaks. During locomotion, SNR was lower (0.15 vs. 0.16, LMM: F1,174.1 = 4.3, p = 0.04) and
mean peak width was broader (0.08 vs. 0.07, LMM: F1,146.2 = 13.2, p = 0.0004). (c–g) Relation between
locomotion effect (RMI) for firing rate and RMI for burst ratio (c), sparseness (d), reliability (e), SNR
(f), and mean peak width (g). Locomotion-related changes in firing rate can to some degree account for
the changes in reliability (LMM: slope of 0.59 ± 0.38) and SNR (LMM: slope of 0.55 ± 0.18). Slopes were
non-significant for burst ratio (LMM: slope of 0.41 ± 0.43), sparseness (LMM: slope of −0.11 ± 0.11) and
mean peak width (LMM: slope of 0.12 ± 0.14). (h) Cumulative distribution of trial-averaged eye position
standard deviation for stationary (orange) and locomotion (green) trials. Eye position standard deviation
was first calculated for each time point across trials, and then averaged across time points. In line with
previous reports [74, 78], standard deviation of eye position was, on average, larger during locomotion than
during stationary periods (4.4◦ vs. 2.9◦, LMM: F1,49 = 40.6, p = 6.0 × 10−8, N = 30 experiments from
6 mice). (i) Locomotion-related trial-to-trial reliability co-varied with locomotion-related changes in eye
position standard deviation (LMM: slope of −0.46 ± 0.38); however, the expected difference in reliability
RMI corresponding to a 1 standard deviation difference in eye position σ RMI is −0.084, which is much
smaller than the residual standard deviation of 0.28 unexplained by the regression. Therefore, changes in eye
position during locomotion cannot account for most of the reduced reliability of responses during locomotion
(Fig. 5f).
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Figure 5-Supplement 2 (Previous page) Effects of pupil-indexed arousal on dLGN responses to movies.
(a) Pupil area dynamics during repeated presentation of a naturalistic movie clip. Only trials in the V1
control condition are shown. (b) PSTHs of an example neuron during V1 control (top) and suppression
(bottom) conditions. PSTHs were calculated separately using the top and bottom quartile bins of pupil area
dynamics (see Methods). Peaks in the example PSTH were generally higher in the top quartile of pupil
area dynamics, especially in the control condition (arrows). (c) Across the population of units, the median
percent change in firing rate during top vs. bottom quartiles of pupil area dynamics was > 0 (y-axis), and
consistently so when calculated separately for quartiles of the overall mean firing rate, irrespective of pupil size
(x -axis). This held for both V1 control and suppressed conditions. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals,
calculated by randomly sampling from the population of units 5000 times with replacement. (d–g) Scatter
plots of response reliability and SNR during top vs. bottom quartiles of pupil area dynamics, in both the V1
control and suppressed conditions. Pupil area dynamics had no significant effect on response reliability or
SNR in either photostimulation condition (reliability control: 0.0059 vs. 0.0055; LMM: F1,149.9 = 0.67; SNR
control: 0.26 vs. 0.25; LMM: F1,141.7 = 1.8 reliability suppressed: 0.0057 vs. 0.0056; LMM: F1,153.0 = 0.048
SNR suppressed: 0.29 vs. 0.29; LMM: F1,148.8 = 0.54). Green: example neuron from (b).
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Figure 6-Supplement 1 The effects of CT feedback and locomotion on responses to gratings are also largely
independent.
(a0–c0) Predicted relationships between modulation indices and response measures in different conditions,
assuming dependence in the effects of CT feedback and locomotion. (a) Comparison of modulation by
running (RMI) during CT feedback intact and V1 suppression for firing rates (a1) and burst ratio (a2).
Similar to our results for movies, we found that running-related modulations were significantly but modestly
different from 0, even during V1 suppression (firing rate run modulation index (RMI) 0.2± 0.19; burst ratio
−0.12 ± 0.08; both mean ± confidence interval). (b) Comparison of modulation by CT feedback (FMI)
during locomotion and stationary periods for firing rates (b1) and burst ratio (b2). Similar to our results
for movies, CT feedback effects were correlated across behavioral states (firing rate: slope of 0.52 ± 0.18;
burst ratio: slope of 0.52 ± 0.33). (c) Comparison of modulation by feedback (FMI) and modulation by
running (RMI) for firing rates (c1) and burst ratio (c2). Similar to our results for movies, effects of CT
feedback (FMI) and behavioral state (RMI) were uncorrelated for firing rate (slope of 0.18 ± 0.27). There
was, however, a significant correlation between FMI and RMI for burst ratio (slope of 0.25 ± 0.10). Red :
LMM fit. Purple, blue: example neurons from Fig. 3a,b.
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